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Executive Summary

SOCIETAL IMPACT OF CATALYTIC SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

The chemical industry is one of the largest of all U.S. industries, with
sales in 1990 of $292 billion and employment of 1.1 million. 1 It is one of
the nation's few industries that produces a favorable trade balance; the

United States now exports chemical products amounting to almost twice the
value of those that it imports (exports of roughly $37 billion compared to
imports valued at about $21 billion). 2 Between 1930 and the early 1980s,
63 major new products and 34 process innovations were introduced by the
chemical industry. More than 60% of the products and 90% of the proces-
ses were based on catalysis. Catalysis also lies at the heart of the petroleum
refining industry, which had sales in 1990 of $140 billion and employed
0.75 million workers. 3 Clearly then, catalysis is critical to two of the
largest industries in sales in the United States; catalysis is also a vital
component of a number of the national critical technologies identified
recently by the National Critical Technologies PaneL 4

Looking into the future, one can see many exciting challenges and op-
portunities for developing totally new catalytic technologies and for further

IU.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Industrial Outlook 1991, International Trade Adminis-

tration, Washington, D.C., 1991.

2U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Industrial Outlook 1991.

3U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Industrial Outlook 1991.

4Report of the National Critical Technologies Panel, William D. Phillips, chair, Arlington,
Va., March 1991.
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improvingexistingones. Increasingpublicconcernwith the effectsof
chemicalsand industrialemissionson theenvironmentcallsforthediscov-

ery and developmentof processesthateliminate,or atleastminimize,the

useand possiblereleaseofhazardousmaterials.Concernwiththeenviron-

ment and thesupplyofraw materialsisalsofocusingattentionon opportu-
nitiesforrecycling.Of particularinterestforthechemicalindustryisthe

prospectof producingpolymersthatarereadilyrecyclable.

.w_.gr_r_td_supply._Lpe.t.r.9!eum.is. a.deqga.te fg.r_.cu__e.n_t.Hd.e.._m.and__there is a__nt,g_
to_ continue.the search for technologies tha.t..will, p.ermjt .th.e._C_0.Bvertipn_.of
methane,_.sha!e,_and coal into liquid fuels at an..acceptabIe_¢.Q_t, Also, to
maintain their economic competitiveness, U.S. producers of commodity and
fine chemicals will need to shift to lower-cost feedstocks and processes
exhibiting higher product selectivity. Taken together, these forces provide
a strong incentive for increasing research efforts aimed'at the discovery
and development of novel catalytic processes and for continuing to extend
the frontiers of catalytic science. •

The following are benchmark discoveries made over the years in the
science and technology of catalysis:

• 100 years ago: Paul Sabatier (Nobel Prize 1912) at the University of
Toulouse started work on his method of hydrogenating organic molecules
in the presence of metallic powders.

• 70 years ago: Irving Langmuir (Nobel Prize 1932) at General Electric
laid down the scientific four.dations for the oxidation of carbon monoxide.

• 50 years ago: Vladimir Ipatieff and Herman Pines at UOP developed a
process to make high-octane gasoline that was shipped just in time to secure
the victory of the Royal Air Force in the Battle of Britain.

• 30 years ago: Karl Ziegler and Giulio Natta (Nobel Prize 1963) in-
vented processes to make new plastic and fiber materials.

• 17 years ago: W. S. Knowles at the Monsanto Company obtained a patent
for a better way to make the drug L-Dopa to treat Parkinson's disease.

• Today: Thomas Cech (Nobel Prize 1989) at the University of Colorado
received U.S. patent 4,987,071 to make ribozymes, a genetic material that
may, one day, be used to deactivate deadly viruses.

The above examples deal with materials for health, clothing, consumer products,
fuels, and protection of the environment, but all have a common feature:
they rely on chemical or biochemical catalysts.

WHAT ARE CATALYSTS?

What are catalysts, these substances that hold the keys to better products
and processes, and continue to have a strong impact on our health, economy,
and quality of life? A catalyst is a substance that transforms reactants into
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products,throughan uninterruptedand repeatedcycleofelementarysteps,

untilthelaststepinthecycleregeneratesthecatalystinitsoriginalform.

More simplyput,a catalystisa substancethatspeedsup a chemicalreac-
tionwithoutitselfbeingconsumed intheprocess.Many typesofmaterials

can serveascatalysts.Theseincludemetals,metalcompounds (e.g.,metal

oxides,sulfides,nitrides),organometalliccomplexes,and enzymes.

CATALYTIC SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The firsttriumphofa large-scalecatalytictechnologygoesbackto1913

when thefirstindustrialplantto synthesizeammonia (NH 3)from itscon-
stituents,elementalnitrogen(N2) and elementalhydrogen (H2),was in-
auguratedinGermany. From theoutset,and untilthepresent,thecatalyst

in such plantshas consistedessentiallyof iron. The mechanism of the
reactionisnow wellunderstood.Certaingroupsof ironatoms atthesur-

: , face of the catalyst are capable of dissociating first a molecule of nitrogen
and then a molecule of hydrogen, and finally of recombining the fragments
to ultimately form a molecule of ammonia. The catalyst operates at high
temperature :: increase the speed of the catalytic cycle and at high pressure
to increase the thermodynamic yield of ammonia. Under these conditions,

the catalytic cycle turns over more than a billion times at each catalytic site,
before the catalyst has to be replaced. This high productivity of the catalyst

explains its low cost: the catalyst results in products worth 2000 times its
own value during its useful life.

The next illustration of catalysis shows that industrial catalysts can be

biomimetic in the sense that they imitate the ability of naturally occurring
enzymes to produce optically active molecules. Many pharmaceuticals are
known to be active in only one form, let us saj the left-handed form. It is
therefore critical to obtain the left-handed form with high purity. It is

particularly important when the drug is toxic, even if only slightly so, and
must be administered over many years. It is true of a molecule called k-

Dopa used in the treatment of Parkinson's disease.. The right-handed mol-
ecule is inactive. In ordinary synthesis, both forms are produced in equal
amounts. Their separation is costly. Is it possible to produce only the left-
handed form by means of a synthetic catalyst? The first successful industrial

synthesis of this kind was achieved by Monsanto, and a patent for the selec-
tive synthesis of u-Dopa was granted in 1974. The catalytic process used to

make u-Dopa today is an important achievement in industrial catalysis.
Finally, recent and current developments in catalytic technology are tar-

geted at the protection of the environment. The best-known example deals
with catalytic converters that remove pollutants from the exhaust gases of
automobiles. Catalytic converters for automobiles were first installed in the
United States in the early 1970s. These devices were subsequently intro-
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duced in Japan and are currently spreading through the European Commu-
nity and Switzerland. The most advanced catalyst now contains three met-
als of the platinum group and controls the emission of carbon monoxide,

nitrogen oxides, and unburned gasoline molecules by use of a very complex
network of catalytic reactions. This application has contributed more than
any other to public awareness of catalysis and of its many applications for
the benefit of mankind.

RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES IN CATALYTIC SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

For viable commercial application, catalysts of any type--heterogeneous,
homogeneous, or enzymatic--must exhibit a number of properties, the prin-
cipal ones being high activity, selectivity, and durability and, in most cases,

'

• . regenerability. The activity of a catalyst influences the size of the reactor
requiredto achieve a given level of conversion of reactants, as well as the
amount of catalyst required. The higher the catalyst activity, the smaller
are the reactor size and the inventory of catalyst and, hence, the lower are
the capital and operating costs. High catalyst activity can also permit less
severe operating conditions (e.g., temperature and pressure), and this too
can result in savings in capital and operating costs. The amount of reactant

required to produce a unit of product, the properties of the product, and the
amount of energy required to separate the desired product from reactants

and by-products are all governed by catalyst selectivity. As a consequence,
catalyst selectivity strongly influences the economics of a process. Catalyst

productivity and the time on-stream are dictated by catalyst stability. All
catalysts undergo a progressive loss in activity and/or selectivity with time
due to chemical poisoning, denaturing, thermal deactivation or decom-
position, and physical fouling. When the decrease in performance becomes

too severe, the catalyst must be either regenerated or replaced. In
view of this, high stability and ease of regeneration become important
properties.

Catalysis is a complex, interdisciplinary science. Therefore, progress
toward a substantially improved vision of the chemistry and its practical
application depends on parallel advances in several fields, most likely in-
cluding the synthesis of new catalytic materials and understanding the path

of catalytic reactions. For this reason, future research strategies should
be focused on developing methods with an ability to observe the catalytic
reaction steps in situ or at least the catalytic site at atomic resolution.

There is also a need to link heterogeneous catalytic phenomena to the
broader knowledge base in solutions and in well-defined metal complexes.

Substantial progress and scientific breakthroughs have been made in re-
cent years in several fields, including atomic resolution of metal surfaces,
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in situ observation of an olefin complexed to zeolite acid sites by nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, and in situ characterization of
several reaction intermediates by a variety of spectroscopic techniques.
Theoretical modeling is now ready for substantial growth as a result of
progress in computer technology and in theory itself. For these reasons, it
is desirable to focus on areas in which the extensive scientific and techno-

logical resources of academe and industry may lead to the fastest practical
results. In order of priority, these areas are

1. in situ studies of catalytic reactions;

2. characterization of catalytic sites (of actual catalysts) at atomic reso-
lution (metals, oxides);

3. synthesis of new materials that might serve as catalysts or catalyst
supports; and

4. theoretical modeling linked to experimental verification.

Furthermore, additional steps must be taken to facilitate interaction
and, in fact, cooperation between industry, dealing with proprietary
catalysts, and academe, developing advanced characterization tools for
catalysis.

REPORT FINDINGS

Catalysis plays a fundamental role in the economy, environment, and the
public health of the nation; it underlies several of the critical national tech-
nologies identified in the 1991 Report of the National Critical Technologies
Panel. Specifically, two of the largest industry segments, chemicals
and petroleum processing, depend on catalysis; many of the modern,
cost- and energy-efficient environmental technologies are catalytic; and
biocatalysis offers exciting opportunities for producing a broad range of
pharmaceuticals and specialty chemicals, and for bioremediation of the
environment.

As opposed to some other areas of technology, the United States still
plays a leadership role in catalysis, as evidenced by the general superiority
of U.S petroleum conversion processes and most chemical processes, and
by the net positive chemical trade balance of the United States. However,
this position is eroding rapidly, due to the heavy investment in R&D of
Japan and the European Community.

Major opportunities exist for developing new catalytic processes and for
advancing the intellectual frontiers of all branches of science pertaining to
catalysis. To take advantage of these opportunities, careful attention must
be given to effective use of the nation's resources, so that the United
States can maintain its leadership role.
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REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS

For Industry

Industry in the United States is faced with enormously high costs associ-
ated with environmental remediation, short-term financial performance,
high interest rates, and global competition. At the same time, substantial
opportunities exist for developing new processes and products based
on still-to-be-discovered catalysts. Therefore, industry should strive for an
updated balance between long- and short-range research, aimed at taking
advantage of these opportunities. This would be facilitated by long-range bus-
iness and technology planning; technology forecasting and trend analysis; a
more stable commitment to strategic projects, joint development, and joint
venture programs with other companies for risk sharing; and high-quality
project selection and evaluation methodologies. The challenges faced by in-

dustry will require additional advances in the science of cal_alysis, as we_,l as
advances in instrumentation. To better achieve this goal, additional opportu- ,_
nities for developing meaningful collaborative programs in partnership with
academic and national 1" _ratory researchers should be pursued.

Two elements are re, _mended as essential:

1. Enhanced appreciation by academic researchers of indus-
trial technology. Vehicles for this include

• long.term consulting arrangements involving regular inter-
actions with industrial researchera,

• sabbaticals for industrial scientists in academic or govern-

ment laboratories,
• sabbaticals for academic or government scientists in indus-

trial laboratories,

• industrial internships for students,
• industrial postdoctoral programs, and
• jointly organized symposia on topics of industrial interest.

2. Increased industrial support of research at universities and
national laboratories. Vehicles for this include

• research grants and contracts;
• unrestricted grants for support of new, high-risk initiatives; and
• leveraged funding (e.g., support of the Presidential Young

Investigators program.)

For Academic Researchers

Academic researchers have made major contributions to the fruitful un-
derstanding of the structure of homogeneous, heterogeneous, and enzyme
catalysts, and the relationships between structure and function. They have
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also contributed substantially to the development of new instrumental and
theoretical techniques, many of which now find application in industrial
laboratories. To maintain healthy progress in catalyst science as a basis for
future developments in catalyst technology, and to provide an adequate
supply of scientists educated in the principles underlying catalysis, the panel
recommends, in order of importance, the following:

1. A materials-focused approach is needed to complement the
existing strong efforts on understanding and elucidating cata-
lytic phenomena. More emphasis should be placed on investi-
gation of the optimized design and synthesis of new catalytic

_! materials, in addition to the study of existing ones. It must be
kept in mind that a new material deserves consideration as a
potential catalytic material only after its successful use as a
catalyst, or as a component of such.

2. Further advancement should be made in the characteriza-

, tion of catalysts and the elucidation of catalytic processes, par.
ticularly under reaction conditions; existing studies of struc-
ture-function relationships should be continued and expanded
to focus on catalysts relevant to applications with major potential.

3. Academic researchers should develop cooperative, interdis-
ciplinary projects, or instrumental facilities, in which research-
ers from a range of disciplines work on various aspects of a
common goal, as exemplified by programs carried out in NSF-
supported Science and Technology Centers.

4. Academic researchers should be encouraged to work collab-

oratively on projects with industry that are aimed at enabling
the development of catalyst technology through the appli-
cation of basic knowledge of catalysts and catalytic phenomena.

5. Academic institutions should ease their patent policies with

respect to ownership and royalties, to facilitate greater indus-
trial support of research.

• For National Laboratories

The national laboratories have been highly effective in developing novel
instrumentation for catalyst characterization, operating large-scale user fa-

cilities (i.e., synchrotron radiation sources, pulsed neutron sources, and
atomic resolution microscopes), and applying the most advanced experi-
mental and theoretical techniques to study structure-function relationships

critical for understanding catalysis at the molecular level. Given the wealth
of resources at these laboratories, major opportunities exist for advancing
catalyst science and t_,chnology through research, including work carried
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OUt in collaboration with industry and academic scientists. The panel
encourages the national laboratories to

1. undertake collaborative research with industry focused on
developing fundamental understanding of the structure-
property relationships of industrially relevant catalysts and
catalytic processes, and on using such understanding for the
design of important new catalysts;

2. continue the development of novel instrumentation for in
situ studies of catalysts and catalytic phenomena;

3. place greater emphasis on the sys'_ematic synthesis of new
::> classes of materials of potential interest as catalysts, and

4. investigate novel catalytic approaches to the production of
energy, the selective synthesis of commodity and fine chemicals,
and the protection of the environment.

For the Federal Government

The principal sources of support for university and national laboratory
research on catalysis are the Department of Energy (DOE) and the National
Science Foundation (NSF). As noted in Chapter 4, constant-dollar funding
from these agencies, together with inflation and rising overhead costs, has
caused a decrease in the number of young scientists being trained in the
field of catalysis. The panel also observes that with the dec!ine in emphasis
on alternative fuels, research in catalysis has become increasingly diversi-
fied and less aligned along national interests. To offset these trends, the
panel recommends that federal agencies

1. establish mechanisms for reviewing their programs related to
catalysis, to ensure that they are balanced and responsive to the
needs of the nation and to the opportunities for accelerating progress;

2. encourage industry to assist the funding agencies in identi- J
fying important fundamental problems that must be solved to I
facilitate the translation of new discoveries into viable products
and processes; assessment of the fundamental research needs of
industry should be communicated to all members of the cataly-
sis community; and

3. increase the level of federal funding in support of catalysis
research by at least a factor of two (after correction for infla-
tion) over the next five years• This recommendation is consis-
tent with the Bush administration's proposal to double the NSF
budget over the next five years and with a recent statement by
Frank Press, president of the National Academy of Sciences,
that doubling the research budgets of all federal agencies
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should be a goal for the 1990s. Recognizing the need for federal
agencies to maintain flexibility and to encourage creative scien-
tists who propose to explore new directions and ideas, the panel
recommends that priority be given to the following five areas:

• Synthesis of new catalytic materials and understanding of
the relationships between synthesis and catalyst activity, selec-
tivity, and durability.

• Development of in situ methods for characterizing the com-
position and structure of catalysts, and structure-function rela-
tionships for catalysts and catalytic processes of existing, and
potential, industrial interest.

• Development and application of theoretical methods for pre-
dicting the structure and stability of catalysts, as well as the
energetics and dynamics of elementary processes occurring dur-
ing catalysis, and use of this information for the design of novel
catalytic cycles and catalytic materials and structures.

• Investigation of novel catalytic approaches for the pro-
duction of chemicals and fuels in an environmentally benign
fashion, the production of fuels from non-petroleum sources,
the catalytic abatement of toxic emissions, and the selective syn-
thesis of enantiomerically pure products.

• Provision of the instrumentation, computational resources,
and infrastructure needed to ensure the cost-effectiveness of the

entire research portfolio.

This report is intended to identify the research opportunities and challenges
for catalysis in the coming decades, to document the achievements and im-
pacts of catalytic technologiesnpast and still to come, and to detail the re-
sources needed to ensure the continued progress that will enable the United
States to remain a world leader in the provision of new catalytic technologies.
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the science and technology of catalysts.
Chapter 2 discusses the opportunities for developing new catalysts to meet the
demands of the chemical and fuel industries, and the increasing role of cata-
lytic technology in environmental protection. The intellectual challenges for
advancing the frontiers of catalytic science are outlined in Chapter 3. The
human and institutional resources available in the United States for carrying
out research on catalysis are summarized in Chapter 4. The panel's findings
and recommendations for industry, academe, the national laboratories, and the
federal government are presented in fuller detail in Chapter 5.
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The following are some benchmark discoveries made over the years in
the science and technology of catalysis.

• 100 years ago" Paul Sabatier (Nobel Prize 1912) at the University of
Toulouse started work on his method of hydrogenating organic molecules
in the presence of metallic powders.

• 70 years ago: Irving Langmuir (Nobel Prize 1932) at General Electric
laid down the scientific foundations for the oxidation of carbon monoxide

on palladium.
• 50 years ago: Vladimir Ipatieff and Herman Pines at UOP developed a

process to make high-octane gasoline that was shipped just in time to secure
the victory of the Royal Air Force in the Battle of Britain.

• 30 years ago: Karl Ziegler and Giulio Natta (Nobel Prize 1963) in-
vented processes to make new plastic and fiber materials.

• 17 years ago: W. S. Knowles at Monsanto Company obtained a patent
for a better way to make the drug L-Dopa to treat Parkinson's disease.

• 16 years ago: General Motors Corporation and Ford Motor Company
introduced new devices in cars to clean automotive exhaust. These devices

found worldwide acceptance.

• 10 years ago: Tennessee Eastman Corporation started a new process for
converting coal into chemicals used for the production of photographic film.

• Yesterday: Procter and Gamble Company manufactured a new en-

vironmentally safe bleach mixed with laundry soap.
• Today: Thomas Cech (Nobel Prize 1989) at the University of Colorado

received U.S. patent 4,987,071 to make ribozymes, a genetic material that
might, one day, be used to deactivate deadly viruses.

10
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• Tomorrow: A new, homogeneous catalystto make methanol may be

commercialized following preliminary work at Brookhaven National

Laboratory.

The above examples deal with materialsfor health,clothing,consumer

products,fuels,and protectionof the environment,but allhave a common

feature:they relyon chemical or biochemicalcatalysts.What arecatalysts?

What iscatalysis,thisgrowing fieldof science and technology thatholds

the keys to betterproducts and processes,and continues to have such a

strongimpact on our economy and qualityof life?

WHAT ARE CATALYSTS?

The word "catalyst" is often used in everyday conversation: it is said,

for instance; that a person is a catalyst, meaning a go-between who facili-

tates a transaction but withdraws when tt_e transaction is ended. Similarly,

a catalyst is, in principle, found intact at the end of a chemical reaction,

ready to be engaged in the same l:eaction again and again. What the catalyst

THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN: CATALYSTS FOR VICTORY

Fifty years ago, between July 10 and October 31, 1940, Royal Air
Force fighter pilots defeated the Luftwaffe in a heroic air battle over
Britain. The British lost 915 planes versus 1733 for the Germans. The
impact of the British victory was immortalized by Winston Churchill in

o" the House of Commons when he said, "Never in the field of human

conflict was so much owed by so many to so few."
In the Chicago Tribune Magazine of July 15, 1990, Herman Pines

reminds us of the critical role played by 100-octane fuel that provided
British planes with 50% faster bursts of acceleration than were avail-

I able to them during the May 1940 French campaign fought with 87-
octane fuel. With the same planes but new fuel, British pilots were

• • able to outclimb and outmaneuver the enemy.
The new fuels that contributed to victory came just in time from

the United States, as a result of discovery and development by Univer-
sal Oil Products (now UOP Inc.) of sulfuric acid-catalyzed gasoline
alkylation. Vladimir Ipatieff, Herman Pines, and Herman S. Bloch played
key roles in this work.

Since 1940, hydrofluoric acid has, in part, replaced sulfuric acid as
the catalyst for gasoline alkylation. Today, in the battle for the environ-
ment, efforts are under way to replace hydrofluoric acid. Eventual
success will be another achievement of researchers in catalysis.
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does is to provide a path for the reaction to proceed swiftly and selectively
to the desired products. Yet what about an operational definition of a
catalyst?

A catalyst is a substance that transforms reactants into products, through

an uninterrupted and repeated cycle of elementary steps, until the last step
in the cycle regenerates the catalyst in its original form. Many types of
materials can serve as catalysts. These include metals, compounds (e.g.,

• metal oxides, sulfides, nitrides), organometallic complexes, and enzymes.
Because not all portions of a catalyst participate in the transformation of
reactants to products, those portions that do are referred to as active sites.

Most industrial catalysts are used in the form of porous pellets, each of
which contains typically 1018 catalytic sites.

The total amount of catalyst is small compared to the amount of reac-

tants and products made during the life of the catalyst. The turnover fre-
quency of the cycle is the quantity that defines the activity of a catalyst.
Strictly speaking, the turnover frequency is the number of molecules
of a given product made per catalytic site per unit time. In heterogeneous
catalysis, the turnover frequency is typically of the order of one per
second.

Who develops these catalysts? The development of catalysts is carried
out by chemists and chemical engineers, often in large multidisciplinary
teams that bring together expertise in the areas of physical, organic, and
inorganic chemistry, as well as materials science and chemical reaction
engineering. Such teams work on determining the optimal composition and
physical structure of the catalyst, its activity and selectivity over the desired
range of operating conditions, and its deactivation rate over time. Attention
is also paid to developing methods for catalyst reactivation and recovery.

The generalities cited above can be illustrated by examples borrowed
from the chemical, oil, and pharmaceutical industries, as well as environ-
mental protection.

The first triumph of large-scale catalytic technology goes back to 1913
when the first industrial plant to synthesize ammonia from its constituents,
nitrogen and hydrogen, was inaugurated in Germany. From the outset, and
until the present, the catalyst in such plants has consisted essentially of
iron. The mechanism of the reaction is now well understood. Small groups
of iron atoms at the surface of the catalyst are capable of dissociating first
a molecule of nitrogen and then a molecule of hydrogen, and finally of
recombining the fragments to ultimately form a molecule of ammonia.
The catalyst operates at high temperature to increase the speed of the cata-
lytic cycle and a_ high pressure to increase the thermodynamic yield of
ammonia. Under _:hese severe conditions, the catalytic cycle turns over
more than a billior_ times at each catalytic site before the catalyst has to be
replaced. This laigh productivity of the catalyst explains its low cost: the
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catalyst results in products worth 2000 times its own value during its
useful life.

The refining of petroleum to produce fuels for heating and transportation
involves a large number of catalytic processes. One of these is the catalytic
reforming of naphtha, a component derived from petroleum, used to pro-
duce high-octane gasoline. In modern catalytic reforming, many different
catalytic reactions proceed on small particles made of platinum and a
second metal such as rhenium or iridium. These bimetallic clusters are

expensive but chemically robust. They can be reactivated after long-term
use, thus making possible the use of precious metals to produce an afford-
able consumer commodity. The metallic clusters are so small that practi-
cally all metal atoms are exposed to the reactants and take part in the
catalytic cycle. These metal clusters are supported within the pores of an
acidic metal oxide that also takes part in the reforming process.

The next illustration of catalysis shows that industrial catalysts can be
biomimetic, in the sense that they imitate the ability of enzymes to produce
optically active molecules (i.e., molecules whose structures are such that
the reflection of the molecule in a mirror does not superimpose on the
original molecule). Many pharmaceuticals are known to be active in only
one form, let us say the left-handed form. It is therefore critical to obtain
the left-handed form with high purity. This is particularly important when
the drug is toxic, even if only slightly so, and must be administered over
many years. It is true of a molecule called L-Dopa used in the treatment of
Parkinson's disease. Here, the right-handed molecule is inactive. In ordi-
nary synthesis, both forms (right and left) are produced in equal amounts.
Their separation is costly. Is it possible to produce only the left-handed
form by means of a synthetic catalyst? The first success of an industrial
synthesis of this kind was achieved at Monsanto, and a patent for the selec-
tive synthesis of L-Dopa was granted in 1974. The catalytic process used to
make L-Dopa today may be regarded as an important achievement in
industrial catalysis.

Finally, more recent developments in catalytic technology are targeted at
the protection of the environment. The best-known example deals with
catalytic converters that remove pollutants from the exhaust gases of auto-
mobiles. Catalytic converters for automobiles were first installed in the
United States in the fall of 1974. These devices were subsequently intro-

duced in Japan and are currently spreading through Europe. The most
advanced catalyst now contains three metals of the platinum group and
controls the emissions of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and un-
burned hydrocarbon molecules by use of a complex network of catalytic

reactions. This application has contributed more than any other to public
awareness of catalysis and of its many applications for the benefit of
mankind.
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AN IMMOBILIZEDENZYMEAS AN INDUSTRIALCATALYST

While the oil crisis of the 1970s was front-page news, the soft
drink industrywas experiencinga less-heraldedshockof itsown. High
sugarcane pricessparkeda scrambleto other sweeteners---notartificial
sweeteners,mind you, but other forms of sugar. Table sugar--su-
crose-is justone memberof a family of severaldozen closely related
natural sugars. Other membersinclude fructose, found in fruits;glu-
cose, found in honey and grapes;lactose,found in milk; and maltose,
found in maltedgrain. Fructosebecamethe sweetenerof choice,thanks
to the adaptation of a catalyst to its large-scaleindustrial production.
Thecatalyst,glucoseisomerase,wasderivedfromStreptomyces,a common,
soil-dwelling bacteriumbest known as the sourceof many antibiotics,
includingstreptomycin.

Glucose isomeraseis an enzyme---one of nature'sown catalysts.
All living thingsuseenzymes,each one tailored to carryout one of the
multitudeof reactionsessentialfor life itself. An enzyme is essentially
a protein molecule, although it may have other atoms or molecules
attachedthat help it do its job. A protein molecule is a long chain
made up of hundredsor thousandsof smaller unitscalled amino acids
assembledin a very specificorder. W;len dissolvedin water, thischain
naturally kinksand knotsup. The sequenceof amino acidsmakingup
the protein determinesthe shapethat the protein knotsitselfinto, and it
is thisshapethat allows the protein to catalyze its reaction. The mol-
eculesthat participate in the reaction fit into a crevice in the protein,
like a key in its lock. Once insidethe crevice, called the "active site,"
the .molecules are held in just the right relative orientation for the
reactionbetween them to proceed.

Adapting an enzyme to a continuous-flow industrial processre-
quires that the soluble protein be immobilized somehow. (If the pro-
tein were left in its soluble form, it would be well-nigh impossibleto
separateit from the processstream,and it would all wash away in the
flow.) To keep doing its job, the immobilized enzyme must retain its
dissolvedshape,yet it mustalsobe firmly anchoredto itssolidsupport.
In addition, the catalyst-supportcombination must be stable at the
processingtemperatureand strongenough not to break up under pro-
cessin8conditions. Resin and polymer supportswere tried first, be-
causethese moleculesare chemically very similar to enzymes,which
makesit easy to attachenzymes to them. Unfortunately,the resinand
polymer beadswere crushedinto a gummy massunder the processing
conditionsandclogged the works.

One way aroundthe problem is to attachthe enzyme moleculesto
a ceramic material. Tiny ceramic particleshave a high surfacearea,
allowing a lot of catalyst to be attached to them and increasingthe
reaction's efficiency. Ceramics are also incompressible,and so the
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systemcan be run at high pressurewithout crushing the catalyst or !
cloggingthe works. Becauseproteinsdo not sticknaturally to ceram- !
ics,an intermediaryis needed. The ceramic particlesare coatedwith a
specialpolymerthat adhereswell to both the ceramicand the enzyme :
while allowing the enzymeto retain its shape.

The enzyme doestend to decomposeslowly underprocesscondi-
tions, but the extra stiffnessimparted to it by the ceramic backbone
makesit more stable than the natural enzyme, so that each batch of
ceramic-supportedenzyme lasts longer. The fructoseproductionpro-
cesshas proved to be remarkably efficient. One pound of catalyst-
coatedceramicwill producean averageof 141htons,and sometimesas
much as 18 tons, of fructose (measured as a dry solid) before the
enzyme losesits activity.

The process converts a watery, honey-colored syrup containing
95% glucose.--a by-productof the wet-milling processused to make
starchfrom cornminto a 42-45% fructosesyrup--the "corn sweeteners"
on a softdrink ingredientlabel. (Both Coca-Colaand Pepsi-Colaallow
their bottlersto replaceup to 100% of the sugarin their softdrinks with
corn sweeteners.) Althoughglucose,fructose,and sucroseare all sug-
ars, they are not equally sweet. Glucoseis not picked up by the taste
budsas quickly as fructoseor sucrose,nor doesits sweetnesslingeras
longon the palate. If sucrosescores100 on a sweetnessscale, fructose
ratesa supersweet173 and glucose an unsatisfying74--the main rea-
songlucoseitself is notsold as a sweetener.

A complicated separationprocesskeeps recycling unreactedglu-
cose back throughthe system,while drawing off fructoseas it forms.
Purefructosecomesout as a 90% solution,which is diluted to 550/o-.-
equivalentin sweetnessto pure sucrose--beforethe syrupissold. Thus
fructoseis asconvenientto useassucrose--thebottlerdoesnot haveto
installany extra tanksor plumbing to dilute the fructose, or alter the
recipes to allow for its greater sweetness. Fructosehas the added
advantageof beingsafe for diabetics.

THE FUNCTION OF RESEARCH

Research plays a vital role in advancing the frontiers of scientific under-
standing of catalysis and in assisting the development of catalysts for
industrial application. Because of the complexity of catalysts and catalytic
phenomena, information must be drawn from a large number of supporting
disciplines, in particular,

• organometallic chemistry,
• surface science,

• solid-state chemistry and materials science,
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• biochemistry and biomimetic chemistry,
• chemical reaction engineering, and
• chemical kinetics and dynamics.

Although research in catalysis is still dominated largely by experimental
studies, theoretical efforts are becoming increasingly important. Theory

provides a framework for understanding the relationships among catalyst
composition, structure, and performance. The advent of supercomputers

has made it possible to model a still larger body of catalytic phenomena
and even, in some cases, to predict catalyst properties a priori. The avail-

ability of high-resolution computer graphics has proved particularly useful
in visualizing the results of complex calculations and understanding the
spatial relationships between catalysts and reactants on a molecular scale.

The industrial development of catalysts is an expensive and labor-

intensive activity because catalysts currently cannot be designed from first
principles. Rather, they must be developed via a sequence of steps involv-
ing formulation, testing, and analysis. An important aim of research in
catalysis is to accelerate this process by providing critically needed knowl-
edge and techniques. Another important function of research is to provide
a reservoir of new information and materials that may contribute to the

identification of new catalytic materials or processes. Thus, not only does
research provide the tools and knowledge needed for direct facilitation
of catalyst development, but it also increases opportunities for the dis-
covery of new materials and new techniques.

One example suffices to illustrate the impact of research on catalytic
science and technology. Because catalysis is a kinetic phenomenon based
on the turning over of the catalytic cycle, the example deals with the predic-
tion of overall kinetics for a catalyzed reaction based on a knowledge of
elementary steps in the cycle. This information cannot be obtained theoreti-
cally at present, but it can be determined from experimental investigations.
In the case of solid catalysts, some of these measurements are carried out on
large single crystals, exposing one defined facet about 1 cm in size. These
facets are nearly perfect in structure and are extremely pure. The chemistry
of elementary processes occurring on such surfaces can be studied in great
detail, to determine not only the rate of the process but also what intermedi-
ate species are formed. By studying different crystal facets, the effects of
catalyst surface structure on reaction dynamics can be established. Infor-
mation on the rates of elementary reactions can be assembled to describe
the kinetics of a multistep process. This approach has been used to under-
stand ammonia synthesis, over iron, and to establish which facet of iron is

most effective in promoting this reaction. Such knowledge can be used to
guide the preparation of industrial catalysts so as to expose the desired
facets of iron preferentially. Recent studies have demonstrated that the best
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commercially available ammonia synthesiscatalysts operate at a rate that is
almost equal to that observed on the preferred facet of iron.

•_:: SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE

': " In summary, catalysts play a vital role in providing society with fuels,

;......" commodity and fine chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and means for protecting
';¢ the environment. To be useful, a good catalyst must have a high turnover

• frequency (activity), produce the right kind of product (selectivity), and
have a long life (durability), all at an acceptable cost. Research in the field
of catalysis provides the tools and understanding required to facilitate and
accelerate the development of improved catalysts and to open opportunities

": for the discovery of new catalytic processes.
The aim of this report is to identify the research opportunities and chal-

• lenges for catalysis in the coming decadesand to detail the resourcesneces-
: sary to ensure steady progress. Chapter 2 discussesopportunities for devel-

': oping new catalysts to meet the demands of the chemical andfuel industries,
and the increasing role of catalysis in environmental protection• The intel-
lectual challenges for advancing the frontiers of catalytic science are out-
lined in Chapter 3. The human and institutional resources available in the
United States for carrying out research on catalysis are summarized in
Chapter 4. The findings and recommendations of the panel for industry,
academe, the national laboratories, and the federal government are
presented in Chapter 5.
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New Opportunities in Catalytic Technology

SOCIETAL IMPACT OF CATALYTIC TECHNOLOGY

The chemical industry is one of the largest of all U.S. industries, with
sales in 1990 of $292 billion and employment of 1.1 million, l It is one of
the nations's few industries that produces a favorable trade balance; the
United States now exports chemical products amounting to almost twice the
value of those that it imports (exports of roughly $37 billion compared to
imports valued at about $21 bilfion). 2 Between 1930 and the early 1980s,
63 major products and 34 major process innovations were introduced by the
chemical industry. More than 60% of these products and 90% of these
processes were based on catalysis. Catalysis also lies at the heart of the
petroleum refining industry, which had sales in 1990 of $140 billion and
employed 0.75 million workers) The very high degree of automation in the
chemical and petroleum industries contributes to their lower labor intensity
and to the fact that labor costs are much less important than material

costs in. the manufacture of petroleum refinery products and most chemi-
cals. Clearly then, catalysis is critical to two of the largest industries in
sales in the United States; catalysis is also a vital component of a number
of the national critical technologies identified recently by the National
Critical Technologies Panel. 4

Iu.s. Departmentof Commerce,U.S.IndustrialOutlook1991,InternationalTradeAdminis-
tration,Washington,D.C., 1991.

2U.S.Departmentof Commerce,U.S. IndustrialOutlook 1991.
3U.S.Departmentof Commerce,U.S. IndustrialOutlook 1991.
4Reportof the National CriticalTechnologiesPanel,WilliamD. Phillips, chair,Arlington,

Va., March1991.
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CATALYTICCRACKING:MAJORIMPACTON THE
U.S. BALANCEOF PAYMENTS

During the refining of petroleum, large hydrocarbon molecules are
broken down into smaller ones in a processknown as cracking• The
amountof gasolinethat can u',dmatelybe producedfrom a barrelof oil
dependson how efficientlycrackingis performed. If carriedout incor-
rectly, crackingcan leadto theformation of gasessuchas methaneand
ethane, and high-molecular-weightcomponentscalled residua,which
cannot be usedto make gasolineor other transportationfuels. Today,

;:i_ through the use of highly optimized catalysts,more than 70% of the
crackedproductsend up as transportationfuels.

The storybegan in 1936 when acid-washednaturalclayswere first
employedascatalysts.Subsequentresearchrevealedthat highercrack-
ing efficienciescould be achieved by usingamorphoussilica-alumina•
In the late 1950sand early 1960s, significantlygreaterefficiencieswere
found to be possible by using cracking catalysts based on zeolites.
These materialsare crystalline solidscontaining pores and cavitiesof
moleculardimensions.The interiorsurfacesof the zeolite containhighly
acidic centersthat serveas the active sitesfor crackingpetroleum(Fig-
ure 2.1). Mobil Corp. introduced the first zeolite-containingcracking
catalyst in the early 1960s, and today virtually every refinery in the
worldusescatalystscontainingY-zeolite and, in some instances,ZSM-5.

The useof zeolite catalystshas greatly benefitedthe U.S. balance
of payments,becausethe improvedefficiencyin crackinghaspermitted
a savingsof morethan400 million barrelsof oil per year, or morethan
$8 billion a year at $20 a barrel, and the story continues with new
catalystsshowing promiseof even greater selectivity. For example, a
mere 1% shift in product selectivityto gasoline allows a reduction in
oil importsby more than 22 million barrelsof crude per year or more
than $400 million in the U.S. balance of payments•

Looking into the future, one can see many exciting challenges and op-
portunities for developing totally new catalytic technologies and for further
improving existing ones. Increasing public concern with the effects of
chemicals and industrial emissions on the environment calls for the discov-

ery and development of processes that eliminate, or at least minimize, the
use and release of hazardous materials. Concern with the environment and

the supply of raw materials is also focusing attention on the opportunities
for recycling. Of particular interest for the chemical industry is the pros-
pect of producing polymers that are readily recyclable. Although the world
supply of petroleum is adequate for current demand, there is a need to
continue the search for technologies that will permit the conversion of
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Figure 2.1 A representation of the molecular structure of HY zeolite. Solid circles
represent the Brcnsted acid sites responsible for cracking of petroleum. Open circles

represent (AI 04)- sites, and dashed circles represent Me* sites. (Figure courtesy of
Union Carbide Corporation.)

methane, shale, and coal into liquid fuels at an acceptable cost. Also, to
maintain economic competitiveness, it will be necessary to shift to lower-
cost feedstocks for the production of commodity and fine chemicals. Taken
together, these forces provide a strong incentive for increasing research
efforts aimed at the discovery of novel catalysts and catalytic processes.

" The markets for industrial catalysts are usually broken down into three
sectors: chemicals, fuels, and environmental protection. The same classifi-
cation is used in the sections that follow to discuss new opportunities in
catalytic technology.
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whereas heavier olefins in the C14-Ct7 range are used in the preparation of
detergent alcohols via hydroformylation. The preparation of yet heavier
olefins by catalytic dehydrogenation is also possible for specialized applica-
tions, including the manufacture of synthetic lubricating oils and oil addi-
tives. Worth noting at this point is the recent introduction of solid (hetero-
geneous) acid catalysts for the alkylation of benzene with heavy olefins in
the production of LAB; this will allow the replacement of traditional cata-

lysts, such as hydrogen fluoride (HF) or aluminum chloride (AICI3) used for
this purpose and will thus avoid the operational hazards associated with the
handling and processing of corrosive catalysts and ameliorate the environ-
mental characteristics of this alkylation process.

Ci chemistry (i.e., chemical processes based on carbon monoxide, carbon
dioxide, or methanol as the starting material) now provides another interest-
ing arena for feedstock-driven innovations in industrial catalysis. After the

oil embargo of 1973, there was an extensive worldwide effort to pursue Cl
chemistry for the production of chemicals as well as fuels. This effort

eventually subsided when it appeared that the cost of carbon from C I sources
such as coal and natural gas could not really compete effectively with its
cost from petroleum-based sources, even at the much inflated prices of the
latter. However, it appears that some significant changes have occurred in
the past decade (before Iraq invaded Kuwait) and that the opportunities for

making chemicals via Cl chemistry should be revisited. In part_':.ular, meth-
anol should be considered as a feedstock. Figure 2.2 illustrates t_: histori-
cal and forecasted trends between 1955 and 1998 for the ratio of methanol

to ethylene prices. A substantial downward trend in favor of methanol can
be observed.

It has recently been reported that rhodium-based homogeneous catalysts
promote the reductive carbonylation of methanol to acetaldehyde at selec-
tivities approaching 90% and at much lower pressure than required for
prior-art catalysts. With the addition of ruthenium as co-catalyst, it is
possible to achieve in situ reduction of acetaldehyde to ethanol, thus pro-

viding a new catalyst system for the homologation of methanol to ethanol.
One great challenge for catalysis has been the possibility of producing

• ethylene glycol via the oxidative coupling of methanol rather than the stan-
dard process based on ethylene as feedstock. Significant progress has been
made recently in the catalytic oxidative dimerization of dimethyl ether to
dimethoxyethane. Dimethoxyethane, in turn, should be hydrolyzable to
ethylene glycol. Unlike methane coupling, which requires a temperature in
excess of 600" C, the oxidative coupling of dimethyl ether proceeds at about

200" C with a mixed magnesium-tin oxide catalyst. By use of the ether
rather than methanol, protection against side reactions has been achieved.
These results are an extremely interesting lead which, coupled with the

favorable trends in methanol pricing, could pave the way to another major
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advance in industrial catalysis (i.e., the production of ethylene glycol
from dimethyl ether). In addition to acetaldehyde, ethanol, and ethylene

glycol, other large-volume chemicals currently made from ethylene or
propylene may become attractive candidates for manufacture via C l
chemistry.

New Catalytic Oxidation Processes

Of the different classes of catalytic reactions, hydrocarbon oxidation (i.e.,
reaction with oxygen) is the one that generally has the lowest selectivity. In
addition to the desired partial oxidation products, significant quantities of
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and water are often obtained. This re-

sults in complex and costly separations that, in turn, lead to processes with

• unusually high capital intensity. The annual capital expenditure for oxida-
• tion processes, per annual pound of product, is usually several times that for
nonoxidative catalytic processes.

Well-recognized examples of major opportunities include the one-step
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Figure 2.2 Ratio of methanolto ethyleneprices,historicaland forecastedtrends,
1955 to 1998. (Reprinted, by permission, from J. Roth, 1991, p. 8 in Catalytic
Science and Technology, Vol. 1, S. Yoshida, N. Takegawa, andT. Ono, eds., Kodansha
Tokyo. Copyright @ 1991 by Kodansha Ltd.)
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oxidation of methane to methanol, of higher alkanes to alcohols, of pro-
pylene to propylene oxide, and of benzene to phenol. Recent reports of
success in these areas are tantalizing and suggest that catalytic oxidation
should be one of the most important and fruitful areas for innovation in
industrial catalysis. We seem to be at the threshold of several discontinu-
ous advances.

New Products

New developments in catalysis can and will be the enabling technology
that gives rise to new products in many sectors of the chemical industry.
The potential impact of catalysis on new products is illustrated in the areas
of polymers, pharmaceuticals, and biologically derived products.

Polymers

The production of raw polymers (e.g., pellets) in the United States ap-
proached 60 billion pounds per year in 1990, which corresponds to a $30
billion business• In terms of fabrication into end-use articles (e.g., syn-
thetic fibers, films, containers, structural parts), the polymer business is
significantly larger• Catalysis contributes to both monomer and polymer
synthesis for a major part of this industry.

Today, the United States has a clear advantage in polymer science• This
position now yields a positive balance of trade but is undergoing significant
competition from developments in Western Europe and Japan. To ensure a
continued prominent position, rather substantial advances in catalyst tech-
nology for both monomers and polymers will be required•

Every polymer scientist involved with synthesis or structure-property
studies has a "wish list" for new monomers or polymers that have not yet
been able to be synthesized via clear-cut economic routes for commercial
practice. Almost every family of polymeric materials can utilize advances
in catalysis, in monomer production or in the polymerization process.
Changes in material requirements, environmental issues, feedstock avail-
ability and economics, and worldwide competitive pressures make future
catalytic advances extremely important.

The primary area of intense catalytic activity involves the synthesis of
new or improved polyolefins. This industry evolved out of the original
Ziegler-Natta catalyst discovery in the 1950s, leading to tens of billions of
pounds per year of polyolefins worldwide. New catalyst breakthroughs
could lead to new markets of significant volumemincluding diversified
products such as syndiotactic polypropylene, true thermoplastic elastomers
(e.g., propylene-elastomeric polypropylene resin (EPR)-propyleneblock co-
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A STRONG POINT FOR THE FUTURE

Skyscrapersand bridgesmakeour cities what they are. Airplanes,
boats,and automobilescarry us anywherein the world. Appliancesfill
our homes. Steel is the prime structural material in all these things.
Steel has become as fundamental to our world as stone was to the
caveman's. Going from stonetools to iron ones was a technological
shift that must have taken considerableadjustment.

Justasour ancestorsmade the leap from stoneto metals,so are we
moving from metals to polymers(plastics). Although our heightened
expectationsof technology have made this transition much lesstrau-
matic, it is every bit as far-reaching. In the past S0 years, polymers
have become ubiquitous; we wear them (polyester permanent-press
fabrics),we walk on them (polypropyleneshoesoles),we ride on them
(polyisoprenetires),we sit on them (polyurethanesofacushionstuffing,
plastic furniture), we package our food in them (polyethyleneplastic
bags), and we even feed them to our computers (poly(vinyl acetate)
floppy disks). Yet, who would have thoughtthat polymers--which we
tend to think of as soft, stretchy,and pliable--would ever challenge
steel asa structuralmaterial_'

When certain polymersare spuninto fibers, the resultingmaterials
are truly amazing. All polymersare long, chainlike moleculesmadeup
of many smaller molecules linkedtogether. In flexible polymer fibers,
such as polyester, the chains are partially relaxedmthey are aligned
along the direction of the fiber, but also loosely intertwinedlike spa-
ghetti danglingfrom a fork. The chains in thesenew rigid polymersare
fully extendedand lie parallel to each other, like a fistful of uncooked
spaghetti. Thesefibers are unexpectedlystrong for their weight. One
suchfiber, poly(para-phenyleneterephthalamide),wasfound to have a
tensilestrengthhigher than that of a steelfiber of the samedimensions,
yet it weighed one-fifth asmuch. The commercial developmentof this
product, Kevlar, by Du Pont, was a long and very expensiveprocess.
More than twelve capital-intensive steps are required to convert the
basic aromaticfeedstocksinto a strongpolymer. A combinationof acid
catalysts,hydrogenationcatalysts,and oxidation catalystsmakesup the
eight catalytic stepsin this complex process,which required extensive
engineeringbeyondthe initial laboratorywork to developthe chemistry
into a viable commercial process.

Kevlar, this new kid on the structuralmaterials block, has already
made a dent in the automotive industry, replacing the steel belts in
radial tires. Its strength, impact resistance,and light weight mean that
cars and planes made largelyof Kevlarmay be in our future. Also, in
terms of impact resistance,bullet-resistantvestsworn by soldiersand
policemen today are made of Kevlar(Figure2.3). A thin vestof Kevlar
can be worn comfortably inside one's shirt, yet it can stop slugsas
effectively as a steel plate. This light, yet strong, material is only
beginningto be usedfor the myriad applicationsthat await it.
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Figure 2.3 Photo of helmet and body armor made of Kevlar. (Figure courtesy
of E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co., Inc.)
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polymers), and incorporation of polar monomers into various polyolefin
classes. For example, if acrylates, vinyl esters, acrylonitrile, and the like
could be incorporated into the present low-pressure polyolefin synthesis,
the result would be a new family of olefin-based polymers that are likely to
have major commercial significance. Of course, improvements in the present
catalytic systenis will have a pronounced effect on the polyolefins that are
commercially available. Improvements in molecular weight distribution
control (e.g., narrow molecular weight distribution), the ability to synthe-

size EPRs in gas-phase reactors, and the control of catalyst decay (e.g.,
improved efficiency) are advances that will surely occur.

Novel metathesis catalysts for the synthesis of cyclic olefins have re-

sulted in a host of new polymeric structures. Several of these have reached
commercial status (e.g., trans-poly(octenamer)). The few catalysts that are

: effective are often expensive and require unattractive precautions during
• industrial scale-up. Further advances could make this a promising area for

industrial exploitation.
In the field of functionalized monomers, the trend will likely revolve

around new or existing monomers via biomass, coal, or C l conversion, as
the carbon source availability changes together with economics. Improved
catalysts for creating monomers from agricultural commodities or waste
materials offer increasingly important opportunities. This field could ben-
efit from the genetic engineering of specific enzyme "catalysts." Oxidative
coupling of methanol to ethylene glycol and ethanol to 1,4-butanediol could
open new routes to these important monomers. A new process (in
progress) involving the one-step ammoxidation of propane to acrylonitrile
could change the commercial position. Other possibilities--for example,
utilizing shape-selective catalysts such as zeolites--could yield lower-cost
routes to 4,4'-diphenol via phenol coupling. Such a molecule is of interest
for liquid crystalline and engineering polymers. Improved non-phosgene
routes to diisocyanates are desired. Functionalized oligomers such as hy-

droxyl (OH)-, amino (NH2)-, and carboxyl (COOH)-terminated polyolefins
could yield important blocks for step-growth polymers (e.g., urethanes, poly-
esters). Functionalized fluoroolefin oligomers for inclusion in step-growth
polymers could likewise offer a new variety of polymers. A non-chlorine
route to siloxane polymer precursors is also desired.

In the field of polymers, a number of prier failures have been well docu-
mented in the literature, primarily resulting from the unavailability of ap-
propriate catalysts. The reaction of acetaldehyde to yield polyvinyl alcohol
is one such example. Because phosgene is highly toxic, a non-phosgene
route to polycarbonate is desirable. The polymerization of phenol to a
highly linear unsubstituted poly(l,4-phenylene oxide) of high molecular
weight would be of interest, as would the polymerization of polyphcnylene
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by benzene coupling. There are many other examples of novel polymers
waiting to be polymerized from available monomers.

Cationic polymerization continues to be an area of increasing research
made possible by improved Lewis or Brensted acid catalysis. Continued
improvement is desired to yield higher molecular weights and industrially
acceptable process conditions. Extension to other monomers (e.g., vinyl
acetate) would be of future interest. Anionic polymerization is of interest
primarily for unique block copolymers. Extension to additional monomers
and the resultant block structures deservesmore attention.

Pharmaceuticals

There can be no question that the 1990s will be the "decade of chirality."
• Many of the opportunities and challenges in this explosively evolving field

stem from the pharmaceutical area and the growing recognition that the
"wrOng" enantiomer of a_racemic drug represents a "medical pollutant"

whose toxic side' effects can far outweigh the therapeutic value of the phar-
maceutically active enantiomer. The classic example in this area is that of
thalidomide (Figure 2.4). The R-isomer of thalidomide is an effective seda-
tive; tragically, the drug was sold as the racemate, and it was subsequently
discovered that the S-isomer is a powerful teratogen. More recently, Eli
Lilly was forced to withdraw its Oraflex anti-inflammatory because of liver
damage caused by the "inactive" R-isomer. Although recent regulatory
changes by the Food and Drug Administration stopped short of requiring
that all drugs be sold as a single enantiomer, there is an obvious trend in
this direction by drug companies.

Among the available strategies for the manufacture of optically pure
substances, asymmetric catalysis provides powerful and unique advantages.
Perhaps the foremost is the "multiplication of chirality"mthe stereoselective

production of a large quantity of chiral product by using a catalytic amount
of a chiral source. Unlike fermentation, asymmetric catalysis is character-

ized by generality: processes are not limited to "biological"-type substrates,
and the R- and S-isomers are made with equal ease. Asymmetric catalysis
also circumvents the disposal of large amounts of spent nutrient media that
are generated during fermentation. By comparison, optical resolution (i.e.,
diastereomeric crystallization) is extremely labor-intensive and necessarily
produces 50% of the "wrong" isomer, which must be destroyed or racemized

in a separate step.
Given the increasing importance of enantioselective synthesis, it is im-

portant that the United States place greater emphasis on this area. At present,
Japan and the European Community are the leaders in basic research dis-
coveries and applications.
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Figure 2.4 Enantiomericpairsof thalidomide.

Biologically Derived Products

The rapidly growing field of biotechnology brings with it opportunities
in the field of enzyme-catalyzed reactions. The role of genetically engi-
neered microorganisms in synthesizing rare and valuable peptides used in
human therapeutics is now well established. The same techniques of molecu-
lar biology can also be used to enhance the properties of enzymes as
catalysts for industrial processes that are very similar to classic catalytic
technology.

This approach can potentially revolutionize the applications of biological
systems in catalysis. Enzymes and other biological systems work well in
dilute aqueous solution at moderate temperature, pressure, and pH. The
reactions catalyzed by these systems are typically environmentally friendly
in that few by-products or waste products are generated. The catalysts and
the materials that they synthesize are, as a rule, biodegradable and therefore
do not persist in the environment. The reactions are typically selective with
extremely high yields, and enzymes can be used to catalyze a whole se-

quence of reactions in a single reactor, resulting in vastly improved overall
yields with high positional specificity and 100% chiral synthesis in most
cases. The improved use of enzyme catalyst technology with whole-cell ca-
talysis, reactions catalyzed by single enzymes, and mixed enzymatic and
chemical syntheses are all important for the development of new catalyst
technology.

Whole cells of various microorganisms are being used more frequently in
the catalytic synthesis of complex molecules from simple starting materials.
The use of whole microbial cells as biosynthetic catalysts takes advantage
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of one of the unique properties of enzymes: they were designed by nature
to function together in complex synthetic or degradative pathways. Because
of this property, whole cells and microorganisms can be used as catalytic
entities that carry out multiple reactions for the complete synthesis of
complex chiral molecules. A patent was recently issued for a genetically
engineered Escherichia coli that synthesizes the molecule D-biotin directly
from glucose. Biotin has three chiral centers, and the current chemical syn-
thesis requires 13-14 steps with low yields. Similarly, researchers are con-
structing a microorganism that directly catalyzes the synthesis of a
vitamin C precursorfrom glucose. Combining genes from various organ-
isms results in a process that uses a microbiaily synthesized intermediate
with a final chemical conversion to vitamin C. Whole cells of microorgan-
isms are also used in the synthesis of antibiotics from carbohydrate
s,tartingmaterials, and whole cells are used in the biocatalysis of certain

: steroids. A number of specialty chemicals with complex synthetic
• schemes can be produced most efficiently by intact microorganisms

utilizing a series of enzyme-catalyzed reactions designed by nature to
work together.

The biotechnology field also has a growing number of examples of
reactions of industrial significance catalyzed by isolated enzymes. The con-
version of cornstarch into corn syrup by the enzymes alpha- and
gluco-amylase and glucose isomerase is a large industrial process, generat-
ing corn sweetener for soft drinks and other uses. The enzymatic conver-
sion of acrylonitrile to acrylamide has recently been commercialized in
Japan. Japanese companies and researchers have been very diligent in de-
veloping enzymatic processes for the synthesis of fine chemicals. Enzyme-
catalyzed reactions are used by the Japanese for the synthesis of monoso-
dium glutamate, t.-tryptophan,and phenylalanine.

The stereospecificity of enzyme-catalyzed reactions has been used to
advantage in polymer synthesis as well. Workers at ICI have developed a
combined enzymatic and chemical process for the synthesis of polyphen-

• ylene from benzene. Benzene is oxidized to a cis.dihydrodiol by an
• .

enzyme-catalyzed oxygenation. The diol is derivatized, polymerized, and
rearomatized to give polyphenylene in a reaction that cannot be carriedout
by classic chemical methods because of solubility problems. This new
route to polyphenylene is an excellent example of combined enzyme and
classic chemical synthesis to make a product that is otherwise too expen-
sive for practical use. Other oiological polymers are also finding their way
into the catalyst field in various applications. Microorganisms are used to
synthesize materials such as poly(beta-hydroxybutyrate), a biodegradable
plastic, and researchersare exploring a series of synthetic silklike materials
that may have uses in high-tensile-strength applications.
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PRODUCTION OF FUELS

Existing Fuels

Although the current understanding of how the individual components of
gasoline affect various environmental issues is very limited, several compo-
nents in gasoline are now considered harmful to the environment if released
to the atmosphere in high concentration as either spills, vaporization losses,
or the result of incomplete combustion. They include aromatics, notably
benzene, a carcinogenic reagent; high-vapor-pressure hydrocarbons such as
butane; reactive hydrocarbons such as olefins; and sulfur compounds, which
could promote the formation of smog and acids. The petroleum industry is
responding to these concerns by directing its research toward the reformula-
tion of gasolines. As discussed below, gasoline reformulation will require a
number of advances in catalytic technology.

Advanced Fiuidized Catalytic Crackin8 Catalysts for the
Production of Environmentally Acceptable Gasoline

Innovations in catalytic cracking catalysts over the past 30 years have

improved the conversion of the heavier components of crude oil to gasoline
and diesel oil, allowing a reduction in crude imports of more than 400
million barrels a year. In the future, new types of cracking catalysts will be

required to produce motor fuels that are environmentally more acceptable.
To reduce the aromatics content of gasoline while at the same time provid-

ing higher-octane paraffinic components will require that fluidized catalytic
cracking (FCC) catalysts produce more olefins. The highly reactive olefins
can be isomerized, oligomerized, or alkylated with paraffins as well as
reacted with methanol to produce a variety of high-octane ethers. For

example, the zeolite ZSM-5 has been shown to be active in producing ole-
fins when mixed with conventional faujasite-type cracking catalysts.
ZSM-5 and other molecular sieves have also been proved active in isomer-

izing and oligomerizing olefins to a variety of liquid fuels.
Cracking catalysts will also have to become more rugged to endure the

higher temperatures required to produce more olefins for subsequent pro-
cessing into high-octane gasoline components. The catalytic cracking pro-
cess has been the workhorse of modern refineries for 30 years and, with

improved catalysts, will continue to be the main process for converting the
heavier end of crude oil into more environmentally acceptable components
for gasoline and diesel fuels.

Oxygenates for Octane Boosting

The need to remove aromatics from gasoline has created a need for organic

oxygenates as replacement octane enhancers. Today the two predominant
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oxygenates used as octane enhancers are methyl tertiary-butylether (MTBE)
and ethanol (EtOH). However, other oxygenates (e.g., alcohols, ethers, ac-
etates, and carbonates) are known octane boosters. Some of these compounds
have been evaluated only partially for their performancecharacteristicsand
may represent major growth opportunities in oxygenated fuels. Currently,
approximately 150,000 barrels per day of oxygenated compounds (MTBE,
EtOH) is added to gasoline in the United States. By the year 2000 it is
projected that 750,000 barrels per day (the equivalent of roughly 10% of
current U.S. production of petroleum) of oxygenates will be requiredfor the
gasoline pool. In the United States, the 1990 MTBE production capacity
was 117,200 barrels per day. By 1993 it is targeted at 256,400 barrels per
day. Iso-olefins (e.g., isobutylene) are now produced as a by-productof fluid-
ized catalytic crackers in petroleum refineries. These quantities will support
production of ether at a rate of only 200,000-300,000 barrelsper day.

The process technology leading to the majority of oxygenates now in
use has been made very efficient through catalyst modifications and engi-
neering design. However, new processes leading to the same oxygenates
may have cost advantages if different building blocks and feedstock
sources (crude oil versus coal versus natural gas) are utilized.

The precursors of established octane enhancers--alcohols and ethers--
rely heavily on natural gas and crude oil as their feedstock supply. With the
United States importing approximately 55% of its crude oil, the price of
oxygenates will track that of crude oil, which is currently approximately
$20 per barrel. Industry estimates suggest that when crude oil prices pass
approximately $30 per barrel,coal gasification to syngas and the conversion
of syngas to hydrocarbons and oxygenates become cost competitive. There-
fore, indirect liquefaction of coal offers promise for oxygenated fuels for
the transportation industry.

New Fuels--Methanol Dissociation to
Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen

Methanol dissociation to carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen (H2) on
board a vehicle would provide a fuel that is even cleaner and more fuel
efficient than undissociated methanol. The heat required for endothermic
dissociation of methanol can be supplied readily by engine exhaust gas.
This recovers waste heat and increases the heating value of the fuel. Fuel
efficiency is further enhanced because an internal combustion engine run-
ning on dissociated methanol can be operated with excess air (i.e., lean
combustion). Lean and complete combustion wouk! ensure low CO and
hydrocarbon emissions. The problems associated with formaldehyde emis-
sion would be significantly reduced. Reduction of nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emissions by an orderof magnitude has been demonstrated because of lower
combustion temperatures.
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Dissociatedmethanolcanalsobeusedasanefficientpeakinggasturbine
fuel utilizing the heat recovery from exhaust gas. The endothermic metha-
nol dissociation reaction is also promising for cooling critical systems such
as engine cooling for hypersonic jets when dissociated methanol is used as
a fuel. Methanol can be produced on a large scale in a remote location for
shipping. The methanol dissociation reaction can be modified to yield a
wide range of H2 to CO ratios. It would provide an economically competi-
tive and convenient source of CO or H2, especially on a small scale, and
could be used in chemical plants, materials processing plants, and fuel cells
on board a vehicle.

Because of these emerging applications, there is renewed interest in de-
veloping methanol dissociation technology. Insufficient catalyst activity at
low temperature and catalyst deactivation have been reported. These are
two majorchallenges for catalysis research for on-board applications. Gen-
erally, copper-based catalysts are used at 250-300 ° C. Zinc-chromium and
precious-metal-based catalysts are utilized at 350° C or higher. Improve-
ments in catalyst performance are being sought. For example, the activity
of copper-based catalysts can be increased by adding appropriate promoters
and improving pretreatment environments. Catalyst stability depends on
reaction temperatures. Active catalysts would allow reaction at lower tem-
perature and would improve catalyst stability. Methanol dissociation could
operate at near atmospheric pressure for passenger cars. Extension to about
15-20 atm is needed for turbine applications and to more than 100 atm for
diesel engines.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Public interest in protecting the environment has increased and expanded
greatly. These public concerns manifest themselves in many different ways.
The challenge is to preserve the benefits of modern technology without
seriously contaminating the natural world.

Three strategies are available for reducing the impact of chemicals on the
environment: waste minimization, emission abatement, and remediation.
Waste minimization calls for the design and development of products and
processes that are inherently low-polluting or nonpolluting. The abatement
of emissions can often be achieved by trapping harmful effluents or con-
verting them to harmless substances (e.g., conversion of nitric oxide to
nitrogen). Where an environmental insult has occurred, effective means of
remediation are needed to restore the environment to its "green" state. As
shown by the examples presented below, catalysis can contribute to these
three approaches.
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CATALYSIS FOR ENERGY INDEPENDENCE

The long gas lines and soaring prices during the Arab oil embargo

of 1973 and the turmoil in Iran in 1979 made the U.S. public painfully
aware of the nation's growing dependence on foreign oil. As the crises
dissipated, however, so did public concern. Few lessons appear to
have been learned. Today, the United States imports more oil than it
did a decade ago--a fact brought home to the public once again by
Iraq's takeover of Kuwait in 1990.

A few people did take a hint from the oil shocks of the 1970s. One
oil company has developed a process to convert methanol (methyl
alcohol, also called wood alcohol) to gasoline that stands as the first

significant advance in synthetic fuel technology since the German pro-
gram during World War II. The process converts n_tural gas, coal, or
any carbon-rich raw material to premium gasoline. The carbon source
is first "gasified," converted to a mixture of carbon monoxide and hy-
drogen gas by heating in the presence of steam and a catalyst. Another

• . catalytic procedure converts the carbon monoxide and hydrogen to metha-
nolJa standard industrial process. Methanol is converted directly to 95-
octane gasoline through the action of a synthetic catalyst called ZSM-5.

ZSM-5 is a molecular sieve, which is to say that its three-dimen-

sional crystal structure has an open, lacy quality to it--more hole than
crystal. These pores are approximately 5 angstroms (about one-hun-
dred billionth of an inch) in diameter, big enough to accommodate a
methanol molecule. ZSM-5 catalytically breaks down the methanol

molecule, whose chemical formula is CH3OH, to create a molecule of
water and a hydrocarbon fragment (CH2). These fragments assemble
themselves into hydrocarbon molecules--the stuff that gasoline is made

of. (Gasoline is actually a rich stew of assorted hydrocarbon mol-
ecules, ranging from 6 to 12 carbon atoms per molecule.) All zeolites
are molecular sieves, and many of them also catalyze this reaction, but
the other zeolites keep adding the hydrocarbon fragments on to the
gasoline-sized molecules, turning them into heavier and heavier liq-
uids, and eventually into a solid. The pores in ZSM-5, however, are
just the right size to construct gasoline-sized molecules, but too small
to let larger hydrocarbons form. (Some of the intermediate products
formed en route to gasoline-sized hydrocarbons are important chemi-
cals in their own right. These chemicals can be intercepted as they
form, and diverted for other uses. These uses include making high-

" quality synthetic lubricating oils and diesel fuels.)
The process was commercialized in 1985, when a plant was built

on New Zealand's North Island. This facility converts offshore natural
gas, mostly from the extensive Maui Gas Field in the Tasman Sea, into
14,500 barrels of gasoline per day. This gas-to-gasoline plant is de-
signed to supply one-third of New Zealand's total liquid fuel demand
and is a key to increasing its energy self-sufficiency.
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Alkylation Catalysts

The alkylation of paraffins with oleflns is one of the major refinery
operations. The process reacts a paraffin, usually isobutane, with olefins,
generally propylene and butenes, to produce highly branched C7 and Cs
paraffins, respectively. They constitute a premium high-octane gasoline
component (95-98 research octane number for C4 alkylate). The alkylation
process is assuming increasing importance with increased olefin production
from modem fluid catalytic cracking units and with recent emphasis on
cleart fuels of lower aromatics content•

Both of the currently used liquid acid catalysts, sulfuric acid and hydro-
gen fluoride, are very corrosive. Acid waste disposal in the sulfuric acid-
catalyzed process is of increasing environmental concern, and liquid hydro-
gen fluoride is a potential health hazard. With increasing concerns and

. possible legislative action addressing environmental and safety issues, cur-
rent alkylation processes may face critical scrutiny.

Exploratory studies have shown that new cat_tlystscan be developed that
are cleaner and safer than those presently used. However, it is also appar-
ent that powerful acid catalysts are required for alkylation. It is a formi-
dable challenge to produce a novel catalyst system that makes a new pro-
cess economically feasible: high yield of alkylate, selectivity to produce
high-octane gasoline, long life cycle, regenerability, and greatly reduced
environmental and safety risks. This is a challenge that would benefit from
broad-based fundamental studies of acid catalysis and from increased ex-
ploratory research. At the present time, no satisfactory solid alkylation
catalyst exists.

Replacements for Chlorofluorocarbons

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are now believed to contribute to the sea-
sonal ozone depletion over the Antarctic continent• However, because they
are crucial to many aspects of modem society and have no available re-
placements, it is not practical to cease their production immediately• By
1988, total CFC consumption worldwide had grown to 2.5 billion pounds
per year. The three major uses in the United States are as refrigerants
(30%), foam blowing agents for polystyrene and polyurethane (28%), and
industrial solvents and cleaning agents (19%).

Ironically, it is the high stability and inertness of CFCs, which make
them so valuable, that has led to their downfall. Once released at ground
level into the atmosphere, they rise slowly into the stratosphere where they
are degraded by high-energy radiation from the sun, to release chlorine-
containing free radicals that trigger a catalytic ozone depletion cycle• Fol-
lowing detailed though not definitive studies, agreement was reached on a
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major global environmental treaty, the Montreal Protocol, to phase out
CFC production by the turn of the century. A race by all CFC producers
then began to find suitable and environmentally acceptable substitutes•
The strategy is to reduce its atmospheric lifetime by introducing hydrogen
into the molecule so that it is removed from the atmosphere by reaction

with hydroxyl radicals in the troposphere. The commercially viable synthe-
sis of these new compounds is a major challenge for catalysis, because
catalysts used for the production of CFCs lack the required selectivity
and activity to be acceptable for the production of hydrogen-containing
substitutes.

The projected costs for these molecules, hydrogenated chlorofluorocar-
bons (HCFCs), are approximately 2-5 times those of the CFCs they are
,'eplacing, because of the complexity of the new manufacturing processes.
Although rapid progress is being made toward the production of HCFCs,
the latter are not entirely satisfactory and may have to be phased out in

turn. Consequently, major advances in catalytic science and technology
will be required to develop more acceptable substitutes before the turn of
the century.

Emission Abatement

Catalytic technology is playing an ever-increasing role in environmental
protection. In 1989, for the first time, the U.S. market for emission control
catalysts (largely for automotive emissions) exceeded the market for petro-
leum refining catalysts. However, the area of stationary emission control
(e.g., from power plants) has been flagged as one that ill experience very
large (20% per year) growth in the years ahead. There is also a need to
reduce emissions from many chemical production plants. Thus, novel ca-
talysis will in many cases be the critical technology that enables us to retain
most of the benefits created by the chemical and petroleum industries, but
with improved preservation of the environment.

Catalysts for automotive emission control are now well developed in the
United States and, in general, meet mandated standards for removal of hy-

drocarbons, CO, and NO x. Recent Clean Air Act revisions will require
significantly greater reductions in 1993 in the emissions of hydrocarbons,

CO, and NOx, than those now mandated. In addition, very stringent local
automobile emission standards (e.g., in California and Vermont) will re-

quire up to a 10-fold reduction in emissions by the late 1990s. This will
necessitate more active catalysts, new catalyst supports (e.g., metallic sup-

ports), and new reactor designs that enhance low-temperature performance.
A first step in this direction is the electrically heated converter, which
offers a severalfold reduction in emissions over currently available technol-

ogy. Because of the rapidly escalating price of rhodium (which promotes
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AUTO EXHAUSTCATALYSTS

Automobileexhaust is a well-known pollution source. It contains
products of incomplete combustion---carbonmonoxide and assorted
lighthydrocarbonsnaswell ascombustionby-productssuchasoxides
of nitrogenand sulfur. Catalytic convertersthat transformincomplete
combustionproductsto carbon dioxide and water, and oxides of nitro-
genback to nitrogenand oxygen,are requiredequipment on all auto-
mobiles sold today in most industrialized countries. Manufacturing
thesecatalytic convertersis a worldwide businessworth several hun-
dred million dollars per year. The oxidizing convertersthat finishoff
the incomplete combustionproductswere first commercialized in the
United Statesin the fall of 1974, and "three-way" convertersthat also
handle nitrogenoxides became available, again in the United States,
in the fall of 1980. Recent testsof a new catalytic converterdesign
show that substantial further reductions in hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxideemissionsmay well be possibleto meet the stringentrequire-
mentsof the 1991 Clean Air Act.

Hydrocarbonand carbon monoxide emissionsare at their highest
levelsduring the first 10 minutesafter the enginehasbeen started. The
cold engine burnsfuel lessefficiently, passingmore incomplete com-
bustionproductson to the cold catalytic converter,which is itself less
efficient. Heating the catalyst would make it moreefficient faster, and
the new designdoes just that. The converter is madeof catalyst-coated
stainlesssteel, which can be heated by passing an electric current
through it (Figure 2.5). Tests of a prototype under the federal test
procedurespecified for catalytic converters have already shown sub-
stantial emissionreductionsin comparisonto conventional technology.
The electrically heated catalytic converter is being developed to meet
the ultralow emissionregulationsenactedby California in late 1990 to
help highly polluted areas suchas the LosAngelesBasin.

NO x reduction), there is a need for the development of lower-cost NO x
- reduction catalysts or the development of practicalcatalysts for NO x de-

"composition. With cleaner gasolines, there may also be opportunities to

develop lower-cost catalysts containing a smaller amount of the expensive
noble metals. Finally, with the very high cost of rhodium, there is need for
an improved technology for recovering it.

The control of power plant emissions is another major area of opportu-

nity for catalysis. In particular, there is a need for removal of NO x emis-
sions either via selective catalytic reduction (SCR) or, if achievable, via

NO x dissociation. The abatement of NOx from power plants is important in
efforts to control acid rain and photochemical smog, the latter being linked
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Figure 2.5 Electrically heated automobile catalytic converter. (Figure courtesy of
W. R. Grace & Company.)

with harmful ozone production. SCR removes NO x in flue gas by reacting
oxides of nitrogen with ammonia to form nitrogen and water. SCR was
first commercialized in Japan and is now being used extensively there. It
has also been commercialized in Germany. The catalyst is the heart of
SCR technology, and it must afford both high activity and high selectivity
(toward nitrogen formation). Major improvements in SCR catalyst
performance can be achieved through strategic design of the catalyst pore
structure.
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Biodegradation of Organic Waste

Enzymes, like other catalysts, accelerate the rate of reactions. Reactions
catalyzed by enzymes include the oxidation and hydrolysis of natural and
synthetic organic chemicals regarded as pollutants of soil and groundwater.

Enzymes have some natural advantages over other catalysts in the degrada-
tion of environmental pollutants. Enzymes are most active against materi-
als at low concentration (micromolar to millimolar range) in the presence of
water, and can be simple and inexpensive to manufacture because they are
grown along with microorganisms. Enzymes themselves are biodegradable.

Enzymes can exhibit either narrow or broad substrate specificity. The
latter characteristic is desirable for enzymes that attack and degrade organic
contaminants. For example, methane monooxygenase has an amazingly
broad substrate specificity and can catalyze the oxidation of alkenes, ethers,
and alicyclic, aromatic, or heterocyclic molecules. This enzyme system
can also degrade synthetic Organics such as the chlorinated solvents chloro-
form, dichloroethylene, trichloroethylene, and 1,1,1-trichloroethane. The
ability of enzymes to degrade natural organics such as the components of
gasoline, crude oil, and most solvents, as well as synthetic organics such as
trichloroethylene or polychlorinated biphenyls, means that most, if not all,
organic contaminants can be degraded in reactions catalyzed by enzymes.

Chlorinated organics such as dichlorodiphenyl/trichloroethane and its
by-product dichlorodiphenyl ethylene, pentachlorophenol, chlorocatechols,
and other chlorinated aromatics used as preservatives and pesticides are
degraded in oxidation reactions catalyzed by enzymes from bacteria and
other microorganisms. Even the most complex halogenated organics, such
as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and chlorinated solvents, are subject
to catalytic attack by certain microorganisms.

PCBs were developed earlier in the century as oils for use in electrical
equipment and as lubricating fluids in industrial applications because they

gave good insulating and lubricating properties without being, explosive or
flammable. PCBs were later discovered to bioaccumulate and are now

•. classed..as environmental hazards. Recently, enzymes have been found in
microbes that will reductively dechlorinate PCBs and oxidize them in the
presence of molecular oxygen. Even though these enzymes were not evolved
to degrade PCBs, they have a broad-enough substrate specificity to catalyze
the initial degradation of PCB molecules in the environment. The use of
broad substrate specificity oxygenases in bacteria may be the only practical
method of treating PCB-contaminated soil and water because of their low
cost and adaptability in the environment.

Similarly, chlorinated solvents have been widely adopted because of their
excellent solvent properties and lack of flammability. Trichloroethylene
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DINING ON POLLUTION

Bacteriaand other microorganismshavebeen digestingothercrea-
_: tures' waste productsfor millions of years. As a result, there are bio-

logical processesto break down most organic compounds, including
'" the amazingvarietyof complexchemicalssynthesizedby plants. Some• ...

•"i_ of theseprocessesare now being exploitedto break down the complex
chemicals made by man. "Bioremediation" is the name given to the
useof biological processesto clean up contaminatedsoil or water.

Almostevery organic compoundsynthesizedby man can be bro-
ken down, albeit slowly, by microorganismsif their other needsfor
growth are met. Microorganismsneed water, certain inorganic nutri-
ents,and sometimesair to live, but once furnishedwith thosestaples,
they will obligingly break down many of the syntheticorganic chemi-
cals mankind has cre.ated,used, and discarded. In fact, scientistshave
discoveredthat many toxic chemicals--such as drain cleaners, paint

• '" thinners,and usedcrankcaseoil--are routinely brokendown by micro-
organismsthat live in wastewatertreatment plantsdownstream.

Enzyme catalystswere used to clean up some of the beachesin
PrinceWilliam Soundthat were contaminatedby oil in 1989. Cleanup
crews added fertilizer to the beaches, stimulatingthe growth of their
natural populationsof microorganisms,which soakedup oil along with
the fertilizer and catalyzed its degradation. Without fertilizer to help
things along, the microbeswould still have digested the oil, but at a
very slow rate. The slow ratesat which biological processesdegrade
pollutantssuchasspilled oil are one reasonthat bioremediation is not
in more widespreaduse.

However, bioremediation is potentially the mostcost-effectiveap-
proachfor cleaning up a contaminated site. Most sitescontain a com-
plex mixture of variouschemicals. The array of native microorganisms,
bolsteredwhen necessaryby laboratoryculturesof specializedbugsfor
particularly intractablesubstances,would simultaneouslycatalyze the
breakdown of the whole assortmentof substancespresentat a siteuan
approach that could be far cheaper than the currentpractice of apply-
ing a sequenceof physical and chemical treatments,each one tailored
to particular contaminants. Bioremediationshould be less invasive,
leaving the soil in place during treatment ratherthan digging it up, and
thus the site should recover more quickly afterward. The processis
also self-perpetuatingithe bugs will eat the pollutant indefinitely as
long as the fertilizer holdsout. Thus stimulating natural microorgan-
ismsand introducinglaboratory-bred or even rationally designedor-
ganismscould result in the safe and effective remediation of a large
numberof contaminatedsitesacrossthe country.

..... i
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(TCE), perchloroethylene, and trichloroethane have been used widely in the
" past as dry cleaning solvents and chemical degreasers for metal finishing

and electronic applications. Surprising numbers of different oxidative en-
;. zyme systems have been identified that will attack TCE or other chlorin-
!:i ated aliphatics.

.: ;:_ The technique of enzyme recruitment offers the prospect of producing
. .'.:'. single organisms that contain a spectrum of genetically engineered enzymes

•'_ capable of degrading hazardous waste in the environment. Enzyme recruit-
ment permits microorganisms to degrade new molecules and broadens the
ability of microorganisms to attack synthetic organic chemicals. The idea

_.i of using enzymes that can reproduce themselves, can be made very cheaply,
and can work underconditions that are often found in the environment may

: be one of the most effective means modern science can devise for treating
and degrading hazardous waste, including organic chemicals synthesized by

. man to be stable under harsh conditions. The broad substrate specificity of
• certain enzymes offers the opportunity to use enzyme catalysis for improv-

•"" ing and protecting the environment.
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Research Opportunities in
Catalytic Science

INTRODUCTION

For viable _ommercial application, catalysts of any typemheterogeneous,
homogeneous, or enzymatic--must exhibit a number of properties, the prin-
cipal ones being high activity, selectivity, durability, and, in most cases,
regenerability. The activity of a catalyst influences the size of the reactor
necessary to achieve a given level of conversion of reactants, as well as the
amount of catalyst required. The higher the catalyst activity, the smaller
are the reactor size and the inventory of catalyst and, hence, the lower are
the capital and operating costs. High catalyst activity can also permit less
severe operating conditions (e.g., temperature and pressure), and this too
can result in savings in capital and operating costs. The amount of reactant
required to produce a unit of product, the properties of the product, and the

amount of energy required to separate the desired product from reactantsand by-products are all governed by catalyst selectivity. As a consequence,
catalyst selectivity strongly influences the economics of a process. Catalyst
productivity and the time on-stream are dictated by catalyst durability. All
catalysts undergo a progressive loss in activity and/or selectivity with time
due to chemical poisoning, denaturing, thermal deactivation or decomposi-
tion, and physical fouling. When the loss in performance becomes too
severe, the catalyst must be either regenerated or replaced. In view of this,
high durability and ease of regeneration become important properties.

All of the performance characteristics described above are intimately
connected to catalyst structure and composition. It is, therefore, highly
desirable to develop a detailed understanding of the relationships among a
catalyst's structure, its physical and chemical properties, and its activity,

43
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selectivity,andstability.To achievethisgoalitisoftennecessarytochar-
acterizecatalystcompositionandstructureattheatomiclevel.Ultimately,
itismost desirableto identifyand characterizethecatalyticsiteatthe I

atomiclevel.Becausemany catalystsareknown toundergophysicaland
chemicalchangesunderreactionconditions,catalystcharacterizationshould
preferablybe carriedoutinsitu,or atleastunderconditionsrelevantto
actualcatalyticprocesses.Knowledgeoftheinteractionsbetweena cata-
lystandreactants,intermediates,andproductsisneededtounderstandthe
influenceofthecatalyston thestructureandbondingofspeciesinvolvedin
catalyzedreactions.The dynamicsof chemicaltransformationsoccurring
undertheinfluenceofthecatalystisyetanotherareainwhichinformation
isneeded.

The developmentof new or improvedcatalystsiscomplex,involving
extensivetestingandevaluation.Becausetherangeofvariablesisoften
verylarge,andtherelationshipsbetweenchangesinthese.variablesand
catalystperformanceareoftennotclearlyidentified,catalystdevelopment
can be a tediousandexpensivetask.Knowledgederivedfromscientific
studiesprovidesa basisforconceivingnew catalystsand catalyticreac-
tions,and forinterpretingtheresultsofexperimentalobservation.More-
over,many of the analyticaltechniquesdevelopedin thepursuitof
catalyticsciencecanbe usedeffectivelytoelucidatecause-effectrelation-
shipsand,thereby,toacceleratetheprocessofcatalystdevelopment.

Opportunitiesforadvancingthefrontiersof catalyticscienceexistin
fourareas:thesynthesisof new classesof catalyticmaterials,catalyst
characterization,themechanismand dynamicsof catalyticreactions,and
thetheoryofcatalysis.Each of theseareasishighlightedbelow,with
indicationsgivenforfutureresearchdirections.

SYNTHESIS OF CATALYTIC MATERIALS

There are three reasons for pursuing research on the synthesis of cata-
lytic materials. The first is to find new or improved catalysts for a desired
reaction (e.g., efficient production of high-quality fuels, the decomposition
of nitric oxide, the direct conversion of methane to methanol, the synthesisir

of homochiral or enantiomerically pure drugs). In this instance, either
new classes of materials or modifications of existing materials are sought
to achieve the desired increase in activity or selectivity. The second
reason for studying catalyst synthesis is to establish the relationships
between preparative procedure and final catalyst structure and properties.
The objective in this case is to understandhow the choice of starting mate-
rials and synthesis conditions influences catalyst composition and structure.
Success in this endeavor can lead to the identification of principles and
strategies for preparingcatalysts with specified properties. The third reason
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is tO reducemanufacturingcostsby reducingraw materialor processing
costs.

The importance of catalyst synthesis is well illustrated by the recent
development of high-activity catalysts for the reduction of nitrogen oxide
(NOx) emissions from power plants. The material of choice for this appli-
cation is titania-supported vanadia. In currently practiced technology,
vanadia is dispersed into the pores of a titania monolith. A reaction engi-
neering analysis of the performance of such catalysts has revealed that
the catalyst operates in the diffusion-influenced regime and that the pore
structureof the supportcan be optimized for maximum performance. Fur-
ther research has shown that the desired pore structure cannot be achieved
by using bulk titania because of physical strength constraints, but can be

. achieved by using silica. To obtain the chemical properties of titania re-
quired for high intrinsic activity, titania is dispersed into the pores of a
silica monolith, and vanadia is then deposited on the titania particles.
Based on laboratory-scale tests, the resulting material exhibits a catalytic
activity 50% higher than that previously available and promises improved
poison resistance due to its bimodal pore structure. This illustration shows
the manner in which knowledge of material properties can be combined
with an analysis of reaction dynamics and mass transfer to design a
catalyst with optimal performance characteristics for a targeted
application. I

High selectivity in combination with high activity can often be achieved I
with homogeneous catalysts. These properties are influenced by the nature lof the transition metal situated at the catalytically active center of the com-

. plex. Variations in the composition of the ligands and the solvent in which@,

the complex is dissolved can influence the catalytic properties of the com-
plex. Strategic manipulation of these variables can be used to obtain useful
catalysts. A recent illustration of this point is the synthesis of naproxen, an
anti-inflammatory drug. As currently manufactured,this drug is expensive
because the synthesis procedure results in a mixture of the two optical
isomers that must be separated, because S-naproxen is the desired product
but R-naproxen is a liver toxin. To reduce the costs of production, one
wants to increase catalyst selectivity for th_ S-isomer. Recent research has
shown that naproxen can be produced with high selectivity by asymmetric
hydrogenation of _(6-methoxy-2-naphthyl) acrylic acid using a soluble
rutheniumcomplex containing a chiral phosphine ligand. This advance holds
promise not only for reducing the cost of production, but also for eliminat-
ing potentially harmfulby-products,

Molecular sieves, of which zeolites are a special class, offer extensive
opportunities for the design of new catalysts. Thesematerialsarecharac-
terizedby a crystallineframeworkcontainingcavitiesandchannelsof mo-
leculardimensions(0.3-1.0 nm). Catalyticactivity is typicallydueto acidic
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sites in the framework. Multifunctional catalysis can be achieved by dis-
persing small metal particles within the cavities of the molecular sieve.

What makes molecular sieves such interesting materials is their wide
range of compositions and topologies. Prior to 1982, most molecular sieves
were based on aluminosilicates. These materials are commonly known as
zeolites. However, recent developments at Universal Oil Products (UOP)
Inc. have demonstrated the feasibility of producing molecular sieves based
on aluminophosphates. By substitution of various metallic elements for
either aluminum or phosphorus, a broad range of materials can be produced
that vary in their catalytic properties. Although about 60 different molecu-
lar sieve topologies are known today, tens of thousands of structures are
theoretically possible, but knowledge of how to synthesize specific struc-

• tures is not yet available. An issue of particular interest is to find ways of
producing molecular sieves with openings in excess of 0.7 nm. Such mate-
rials would be able to accept the large reactant molecules found in heavy
petroleum and in other heavy fossil liquids. Progress toward this goal has
recently been achieved by the discovery of a large-pore molecular sieve
(VPI-5) that contains 18-membered oxygen rings with an opening of 1.2
nm. The challenge now is to find ways to make VPI-5 catalytically active
and stable under reaction conditions.

Molecular sieve crystals provide not only uniform intracrystalline pores:
but also uniform and well-defined tetrahedral coordination for framework
metal ions. The discovery of a great variety of structures and chemical
compositions in the aluminophosphate molecular sieve family of crystals
opens opportunities to prepare molecular sieves with transition metal cat-

. ions in the crystal framework. This unique, predictable positioning of tran-
" sition metal ions in microporous crystal lattices offers opportunities in

oxidation, redox, or other transition-metal-related catalysis.
Clays, phosphonates, and other lamellar structures represent yet another

class of materials that are of growing interest to the field of catalysis. By
introducing either organic or inorganic "pillars" between the lamellae, it is
possible to create galleries of molecular dimensions. Through the control
of pillar height, uniform interlamellar spacings of 0.5-4.0 nm can be achieved.
Such pillared layered structures can be used as catalysts if the pillars con-
tain acidic groups or as supports for transition metals or their complexes.
In the latter case, the support can serve to orient the reactant so that unique
reactant and product selectivities can be achieved. A significant challenge
for the future is to find ways to improve the thermal and hydrothermal
stability of such pillared lamellar structures.

Enzymes are highly efficient catalysts that have great potential industri-
ally, especially for the synthesis of chiral compounds. Until the advent of
recombinant DNA technology, this potential could not be realized. Previ-
ously, only those few enzymes that were obtainable in large amounts from
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THE POLYETHYLENESTORY:CUT-RESISTANTSURGICALGLOVES
AND LAUNDRY BAGS

What do cut.resistantsursIcal gloves and laundry bags have in
commOn/ They are both made from polyethylene. Polyethylenewas
discoveredin the late 1930s by a group of chemistswho were studying
the properties of ethylene, a gas, at high pressureand temperature.
They discoveredthat under certain conditions,the gas turned into a
flexible white solid that proved to be an excellent insulator. (It has
since foundfavor as a food wrapper.) World War II createdan urgent
demand for large quantitiesof such an insulatorto coat the wires of
radar setsand electronic weaponry. Without that demand, in fact,
polyethylenemight have been abandonedas too dangerousto manu-
facture: the early productionplantsoftenblew up.

As it turnedout, World War II also resultedin a saferway to make
polyethylene. Germany,cut off from the world'soil fieldsby the Allied
blockade, mounteda crashresearchprogramto developsyntheticfuel
and lubricatingoils. Karl Ziegler, one of the chief chemistsin that
effort, continuedthis researchafter the war, usingethylene as his raw
material. One day in 1953, he was surprisedto find the reactionvessel
full of polyethylene,althoughhe had not been usingthe hightempera-
tureand pressurethenthoughtnecessaryto make it. The secretproved
to be a metal catalyst. Unlike the high-temperaturevariety, this new
polyethylene was rigid, not flexible, and it differed in other ways as
well. (It is now usedto make milk bottles.)

Furtherresearchshowedthat the two typesof polyethylenegrow in
. very differentways. Ziegler's catalystselectivelystitchesethylene mol-

ecules togetherend-to-end to make long, straightchainsof polyethyl-
ene. Theselinear moleculesstackreadily, like cordwood, to give the
rigid,crystalline, high-densitymaterial that is usedfor milk bottles. The
high-temperatureprocess,however, proceedsthrough "radical" inter-
mediates--unstablespeciesthat react indiscriminatelywith anythingin
sight, including their own polymer chains. When this happens, the
once-linearchain developsbranchesand, just as a pile of brushwood
does not stack neatly, so neither do the branched polymers, which
resultsin a soft,amorphous,low-densitymaterial.

Modern catalystscan be usedto polymerizeethylene into an ultra-
high-molecular-weightlinear polymer. This material can be spuninto
extremelystrongfibers that can be used in cut-resistantsurgicalgloves.

Today'scatalystshave been much improvedsinceZiegler'sdiscov-
ery, so that very selectiveprocessesnow produce very specificprod-
ucts in very high yields. Further improvementswill result not only in
milderprocessingconditionsbut alsoin superiormaterialpropertiesfor
a broader rangeof uses.
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natural sources could be considered for commercialization. Even some

natural enzymes had properties not directly suitable for a particular indus-
trial application. Now it is possible to produce any enzyme hi industrially
useful form by cloning the gene and expressing it in a suitable production
organism. The properties of the enzyme, such as stability, selectivity, and
catalytic efficiency, are controlled by its three-dimensional structure, This
structure is in turn determined by the sequence of amino acids in the en-
zyme, which can now be altered by changing the gene that codes for the
enzyme. The researcher can fit the desired application by changing the
amino acid sequence in the enzyme. This has been done for several en-
zymes in commercial use and will lead to the increased use of enzymes as
catalysts for industrial processes.

Another area of rapidly emerging opportunity is the formation of cata-
lytically active antibodies targeted for specific reactions. Various approaches
are available. These include the raising of antibodies to structures resem-
bling those of the transition states of the reactions for which a catalyst is
desired. Recent studies have demonstrated rate accelerations, for a number

of antibody-catalyzed reactions of up to l0 6 times the uncatalyzed rate.

A development in the design of catalytic antibodies involves the intro-
duction of catalytic activity into antibodies via either molecular biological
or chemical means. These strategies allow for the a priori evolution of

catalytic activity in an antibody combining site and also allow incre-
mental increases in the rates of catalytic antibodies generated by other

means. Examples of such approaches include introduction of catalytic
groups via hapten-antibody complementarity, chemical modification,
generation of cofactor binding sites, and site-directed mutagenesis. These
systems offer catalysts for reactions beyond those available from
enzymes.

Within the United States, the design and synthesis of new catalytic mate-
rials have been pursued largely in industry but have received much less
attention in government and university laboratories. This is not the case in
Japan and the European Community, where considerable research on cata-
lyst synthesis is evident, and in fact targeted, in many academic research
institutions. The absenceof a strong effort toward the synthesisand evalu-
ation of all types of novel materials is a weakness in the catalysis program
in the United States. Not only does this sharply limit the techniques that
can be brought to bear on problems in this area, but it also curbs the oppor-
tunities for discovery.

As illustrated by the examples presented above, many exciting research
opportunities are available for the design and synthesisof all types of new
catalytic materials, and strong support should be given to this important
area.
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CATALYST CHARACTERIZATION

Knowledge of catalyst composition and structure is critical to a funda-
mental understanding of the chemistry actually occurring in catalysis. From
such information it is possible to determine which portions of a catalyst are

active and how changes in catalyst synthesis and structure affect the proper-

ties of such sites. Catalyst characterization is also vital to understanding

the changes that occur in the structure and composition of a catalyst follow-

ing pretreatment, during induction periods, in use under reaction conditions,

and during regeneration.

Over the past two decades, advances in analytical instrumentation have

led to significant improvements in sensitivity and resolution. This has

enabled researchers to obtain detailed structural and compositional analy-

ses, often with atomic spatial resolution. Techniques currently available for

catalyst characterization are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Experimental Techniques for Characterizing Catalysts and
Adsorbed Species

Technique Acronym Type of information

Low-energy electron LEED Two-dimensional structure and registry
diffraction with metal surface

Auger electron spectroscopy AES Elemental analysis
X-ray photoelectron XPS Elemental analysis and valence state

spectroscopy
Ion scattering ISS Elemental analysis

spectroscopy
Ultraviolet photoelectron UPS Electronic structure

spectroscopy
Electron energy loss EELS Molecular structure

spectroscopy
Infrared spectroscopy IRS Molecular structure
Laser Raman spectroscopy LRS Molecular structure
X-ray diffraction XRD Bulk crystal structure
Extended x-ray absorption EXAFS Bond distance and coordination

fine structure number

Transmission electron TEM Crystal size, shape, morphology.
microscopy and structure

Scanning transmission STEM Microstructure and composition
electron microscopy

Scanning tunneling STM Microsn'ucture
microscopy

Ultraviolet spectroscopy -- Electronic state
M0ssbauer spectroscopy -- Ionic state
Nuclear magnetic resonance NMR Molecular sm cture and motion

spectroscopy
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STUDIES OF AMMONIA SYNTHESIS OVER
IRON SINGLE CRYSTALS

Since 1913, ammonia has been produced in tonnage quantities by
direct combination of nitrogen and hydrogen at high temperature and
pressure. Most of it is used to make nitrogen-rich fertilizers, and the
balance to manufacture explosives, of use in peace as in war. Ammo-

nia synthesis occurs at the surface of iron catalysts. Because ammonia
is a low-priced commodity chemical, the catalyst must be cheap and
durable, and its activity as high as possible, so that temperature and
pressure can be kept low to minimize the size and cost of huge indus-
trial reactors. Factors responsible for the activity and durability of

commercial iron catalysts have been elucidated in the 1980s by surface
science, studies conducted with model catalysts.consisting of single
crystals of iron approximately 1 cm in size.

The rate of ammonia synthesis at high temperature and pressure
was measured over five of these large crystals of pure iron, cut in five
different ways so as to expose five different facets. Two facets were
found to be almost equally active, but more active in producing ammo-
nia than the other three. It is logical to expect that the best commercial
iron catalysts should expose one or both of the best facets. Is it so?

The answer seems to be yes, for a very simple reason. When the
activity of a commercial iron catalyst is compared to that of single
crystals under identical conditions, it is found that both values per iron
atom exposed are about the same and equal to those found on the best
two facets. Thus, it appears that the commercial catalyst has been
optimized. How did this happen?

The answer to this second question is more subtle and related to
the other desirable feature of a catalyst, namely, durability. Commer-
cial iron catalysts consist of very small crystals of iron, a few millionths
of a centimeter in size. As a result, the catalyst exhibits a very large
surface area per unit volume, a most desirable characteristic to mini-
mize reactor size.

However, tiny crystals of pure iron fuse under the harsh tempera-
tures of ammonia synthesis, a phenomenon that leads to catalyst sinter-
ing and the death of the catalyst. Indeed, a commercial iron catalyst is
not made of pure iron metal, but of iron to which certain oxides have
been added. Because the added oxides are beneficial, they are called
promoters. One of these promoters is aluminum oxide, alumina. Alu-
mina by itself or on an iron surface is totally inactive in ammonia
synthesis. Its role as a promoter has been ascribed in the past to its
ability to prevent sintering of iron particles (i.e., to ensure catalyst
durability).

Recent work with large single crystals does not refute this interpre-
tation, but adds a significant dimension to the role of alumina as a
promoter. Thus, surface science studies have revealed that the addition
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of alumina to the most inactive facet of a large iron singlecrystal,
followed by heatingunderappropriateconditions,causesits recrystalli-
zation to form ultimately the two most active facets during ammonia
synthesis.The conclusionis that alumina bringsabout the restructuring
of any iron crystal face to produce and maintain those facets that are
mostactive for ammonia synthesis.

It hasbeensaid that surfacesciencework with largemetallic single
crystalsprovidesthe standardsby which work with commercialmetal-
lic catalystscan be assessedand understood. This vignette providesa
strikingillustrationof that statement.

Experience has demonstrated that no single technique can provide a com-

plete picture but that, instead, a combination of techniques is necessary.
•The characterization of zeolites is a case in point. The lattice structure of a

zeolite can be determined from x-ray diffraction by using either single-
crystal or powder-diffraction techniques. The correctness of the lattice
structure may be confirmed by atomic resolution electron microscopy, which
also provides evidence of lattice defects or of the presence of minority
impurity phases. The distribution of the elements constituting the lattice
framework can be established by 29Si magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, and the nature and strength of
Brensted acid sites can be determined by using IH NMR spectroscopy or a
variety of sorption techniques. The size, crystallographic perfection, and
defects of cavities inside the zeolite can be probed by 129Xe NMR spectros-
copy. If metal particles are occluded within the zeolite cavities, the average
size of these particles can be established by extended x-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS). By combining information from the above techniques,
it is possible to develop a detailed atomic view of a zeolite catalyst that can
serve as the starting point for developing theoretical models of catalytic

sites (see below) and identifying strategies to improve catalyst performance.
Acid catalysis applied both in homogeneous solution and over solid

catalysts is the largest branch of industrial catalysis. In homogeneous solu-
tion the understanding of reaction mechanisms is aided greatly by the broad
knowledge of the chemistry of homogeneous acid solutions. Understanding
the chemistry over solid acids is hampered by a lack of absolute acidity
measurements or of sound comparisons between liquid and solid acids. The
recent application of IH NMR in combination with other methods promises
to provide an absolute scale and measurement of the acid strength of solid
acid catalysts. If successfully developed, such techniques could be applied
to the development of a variety of practical solid acid catalysts.

Heterogeneous noble metal catalysts are generally prepared by dispers-
ing the metal in the form of small crystallites onto the surface of a metal
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oxide such as alumina or high-surface-area porous carbon. The size and
morphology of metal particles can be established from transmission elec-
tron microscopy. Electron microscopy can also provide information on
the nature of the interaction between the metal particles and the support.
EXAFS can be used to determine the average metal-metal bond length
and coordination number. For bimetallic catalysts (e.g., platinum-iridium,
platinum-rhenium), the degree of interaction and _e distribution of the
two components can also be established.

A large body of evidence acquired in recent years has shown that the
properties of metal catalysts can be modeled by using single-crystal metal
surfaces. This method has proved invaluable for the advancement of cata-
lyst science because of the large array of techniques developed by surface
scientists for the characterization of single-crystal surfaces. The atomic
composition of such surfaces can be analyzed by using Auger electron spec-
troscopy (AES), x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and ion scattering

spectroscopy (ISS). The structure of the exposed surfaces and the presence
of terraces and defects can be established by low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED). An exciting recent development, scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM), has made it possible to obtain atomic-resolution views of surfaces
and to identify the influence of thermal and chemical pretreatment on sur-
face structure.

Insights into structure-function relationships can be obtained through the
use of model catalyst systems. Examples of such systems include metals

deposited on oxides, oxides on oxides, and oxides on metals. After initial
preparation by means of vapor deposition, the sample can be characterized
by AES and XPS. The catalytic properties of the catalyst can be determined
by transferring the sample to a high-pressure chamber. Characterization of

the sample after reaction reveals changes that have occurred in the catalyst
composition and structure• Model catalyst systems are also well suited for
examination by means of scanning transmission spectroscopy (STEM)

and controlled atmosphere electron microscopy (CAEM). These techniques
can provide detailed evidence for surface reconstruction, sintering, alloying,
and phase separation.

Significant advances have also been made in the characterization of en-
zymes, catalytic antibodies, and homogeneous catalysts• Where such cata-

lysts can be obtained in the form of single crystals, the analysis of x-ray
diffraction patterns can provide a complete atomic structure. However,
although such information is quite useful, it does not indicate structural
changes that may occur when the catalyst is saturated and surrounded by
solvent• Recent advances in multidimensional (i.e., two-, three-, and four-
dimensional) NMR spectroscopy are making it possible to obtain this
information in solution, and enzyme structures containing as many as 153
amino acids have been analyzed completely.
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The detailed mechanism of some homogeneous transition metal catalysts
has been elucidated by work in the closely allied field of organometallic
chemistry. In many cases, intermediates can be trapped and models for
catalytically active species can be prepared and studied for kinetic compe-
tence in the catalytic process. These complexes can be characterizedcom-
pletely by small-molecule crystallography and examined in solution by
high-field NMR techniques.

Because the advancement of catalysis along the experimental front de-
pends heavily on the availability of advanced instrumental characterization
techniques, it is important that research on the development of new tech-
niques be well supported. The United States has traditionally been a leader
in the field of instrumental analysis, and many of the techniques in use
today originated in academic laboratories. This position is currently in
jeopardy, because of strong competition from the European Community
and Japan. Particular emphasis should be placed on the development of
techniques that can be used to characterize catalysts in situ. Examples of
such techniques include STM, atomic force microscopy (AFM), NMR
spectroscopy, and EXAFS.

MECHANISM AND DYNAMICS OF CATALYTIC REACTIONS

Knowledge of catalytic reaction mechanisms--in particular the structure,
dynamics, and energetics of reaction intermediates formed along the cata-
lytic reaction path--can provide insights for developing new catalysts and
improving existing ones. In situ observation, in turn, is the most effective
technique for elucidating reaction mechanisms, the dynamics of molecular
interactions with catalysts, and the structure of stable intermediates. Such
investigations also provide information on the thermodynamics of catalyst-
substrate interactions and the associated activation barriers. Homogeneous
catalysts can also be studied in solution by NMR techniques; these studies
have resulted in new homogeneous catalytic reactions, and they provide
models for related heterogeneous processes. Several examples will serve to
illustrate the importance of a multitechnique approach.

L-Dopa,used in the treatmentof Parkinson's disease, is preparedby asym-
metric hydrogenation. The catalysts used in this process are homogeneous
rhodium complexes. When synthesized with chiral phosphine ligands, these
complexes enable the production of the desired enantiomer with greater than
95% selectivity. Detailed mechanistic studies involving NMR spectroscopy
have permitted the identification of catalytic intermediates and have led to
the design of new asymmetric hydrogenation catalysts and to the selection
of optimal reaction conditions. As the emphasis on producing optically
pure drugs increases, determination of the details of homogeneous asym-
metric catalysts will become increasingly important.
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CONTROLLING BUGS WITH BUGS

Are there ways to control gypsy moths, cabbage loopers, and other
agricultural annoyances without using chemical pesticides? The an-
swer is yes. There are now available a number of biological products
registered with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that can be
used to control a fairly wide array of insects, weeds, and other plant
pests (Figure 3.1). Most of these products are based on microorgan-
isms("bugs") that are the pest'snatural enemies--disease-causing "pathogens"
that kill the pest outright or foul-smelling, worse-tasting "antagonists"
that drive the pest away.

These biopesticides have several advantages over chemical pesti-

cides. Biopesticides act through mechanisms specific to the target or-
ganism and nonexistent in other organisms, thus sabotaging the target's
metabolism without poisoning every other creature aswell. Biopesticides
are fully biodegradable, leaving no residues behind, and biopesticides
can be applied with the same equipment used to apply conventional
pesticides, at the same intervals, and with essentially equivalent results.

If these marvelous products are truly available, why isn't there a
greater awareness of them? There are several reasons. Although some
of these products have been around for 20 years or more, they did not
work as well in the past as they do now, thanks to continuing research.
Nor have they ever been price competitive with conventional pesti-
cides. Where they have been used extensively, for example, in eastern

U.S. oak forests to control gypsy moths, they have been well received.
They have, however, generally been seen as specialty products for
"niche" markets, rather than as alternatives to chemical pesticides in
the broadest sense.

This view may be changing. Opposition to chemical pesticides
continues to increase with increasing awareness of their environmental
consequences. The cost of developing new chemical pesticides and of
registering them with the EPA--a precondition to their sale in the United
States that requires extensive environmental and toxicological studiesm
has led to a decline in the rate of new product development. Further-
more, many insects and plant diseases have shown an amazing ability•

to develop resistance to an ever-broadening array of pesticides, limiting
the useful life of even newly developed products. Biopesticides, on the
other hand, have received increasing attention over the past five years.
Several new biotechnology companies are focusing specifically on
biopesticide development, and even old-line agricultural chemical
companies have begun to shift their pesticide lines toward environmen-
tally compatible products.

Biotechnology--biocatalysiswis indispensable to biopesticide de-
velopment, as the story of the development of insecticides from the soil
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bacteriumBacillus thuringiensis shows. Over the past 10 years,scien-
tists have found that this bug's insecticidal propertiesare encoded
by a diverse array of genes that direct the synthesisof insecticidal
proteins. Theseproteins act as selectivepoisons in the stomachsof
insectlarvae. Differentgenesproducepoisonsspecificto variousplant-
attackingbeetlelarvaeand caterpillars,aswell asto the larvae of such
carriersof human diseaseas mosquitoesand blackflies. By isolating
and analyzing the genesinvolved, scientistscan now "engineer" new
gene combinationsthat improve on their naturally occurringcounter-
parts, creatingmore potent weaponsagainsta broader rangeof pests.
Such engineeringis an exquisiteexampleof biocatalyticsynthesis,us-
ing the bacterium'smetabolic machineryto create proteinsthat would
be prohibitivelyexpensiveto manufactureby industrialchemical pro-
cesses. The new genes can be transferredto other bacterial hosts.
Plantscan alsobe "vaccinated" by endowingotherorganismsthat grow
in or on them with the gene. This scheme, which would provide a
steadysupplyof the biopesticideto the plant, may prove moreefficient
than conventionalspraying.

Thosewho protestthe continueduseof pesticidesshould be glad-
dened to know that there is hope for alternativeproducts. Many are
available now. Others will become available in the near future, if
industrycontinuesto supporttheir development. For thesenew prod-
uctsto make their contribution, however, regulatoryagenciesand the
public mustbe willing to agreethatgeneticallyengineeredproductsare
safe for use in the environment. The benefit to be derived from these
productsmustbe shown clearly to outweighany perceivedrisk. This is
the challenge to be faced if we are to continue to maintain and in-
creaseour agriculturalproductivity.

To produce high-octane components for gasoline, normal paraffins must
be converted into branched paraffins, olefins, and aromatic compounds.
Such transformations can be carried out over a platinum catalyst under a

hydrogen atmosphere in a process called reforming. Extensive efforts have
been undertaken to understand the fundamental chemistry involved in the

reforming process. Vibrational spectroscopies, such as electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) and infrared spectroscopy, and 13C NMR spectro-
scopy have revealed that paraffins are only weakly adsorbed but undergo a
loss of hydrogen on heating. The exact amount of hydrogen lost can be
determined from temperature-programmed desorption spectroscopy,
whereas the structure of the surface species formed as the temperature in-
creases can be determined from both infrared and NMR spectroscopies.

These techniques are particularly valuable because they can be used at el-
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Figure 3.1 Effects of the biopesticide Foil on the growth of potatoes. Shown
an untreated plot (top) and a treated plot (bottom). (Figure courtesy of Ecogen.
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evated temperatureand pressure. Additional information on the structureof
adsorbed hydrocarbons has been obtained from LEED studies. More re-
cently, molecular beam investigations have proved useful in determining
the dynamics of hydrocarbon adsorption and decomposition on metal sur-
faces. Because the thermal energy of the hydrocarbon can be controlled in
such experiments, it is possible to determine the kinetics of hydrocarbon
reactions in great detail. Studies carried out with well-defined single-
crystal surfaces of platinum have demonstrated the sensitivity of reaction i
dynamics to the crystallographic planes exposed and to the presence of
defects such as steps and kinks.

Ethylene oxide and propylene oxide are critical intermediates in chemi-
cal manufacture. Ethylene can be catalytically oxidized by molecular oxy-
gen over a silver catalyst to give an excellent yield of ethylene oxide. The
synthesis of propylene oxide requires the catalytic transfer of oxygen from
an alkyl peroxide to propylene. Transition metal catalysts, usually based on

• ' molybdenum, are essential for the reaction. These two reactions have a
major impact on the commodity chemical industry. Recently, the synthesis
of epoxides has been modified to yield enantiomerically pure products, an
advance that has had a major impact on the manufacture and synthesis of
bioactive molecules. Barry Sharpless' group, at MIT, has shown that tita-
nium complexed to tartrateesters (obtained from nature as one optical iso-
mer) will transfer oxygen from tertiary-butyl hydroperoxide to allyl al-
cohols to give enantiomerically pureepoxides. Such studies have provided
the paradigm for the role of structure, mechanism, and dynamics in the
discovery of selective catalysts for the production of enantiomerically pure
products.

The conversion of methanol to gasoline over ZSM-5, a medium-pore
zeolite, has also been investigated extensively as part of the effort to de-
velop alternatives to petroleum as a source of transportationfuels. Both IH
and 13CNMR have been useful techniques for characterizing the intermedi-
ates formed between olefins and protic sites inside the zeolite and for char-
acterizing the structure of coke, which builds up slowly with time and
contributes to catalyst deactivation. This type of information has proved

' useful in understanding how zeolite acidity and pore size influence the rate
at which deactivation occurs.

The selective catalytic reduction of nitric oxide by ammonia over titania-
supported vanadia catalysts provides an effective means for reducing NOx
emissions from stationary sources. Isotopic tracers have revealed that this
reaction is initiated by the formation of an adduct between nitric oxide and
ammonia, whereas Raman and NMR studies of adsorbed ammonia have
shown how ammonia complexes with vanadium ions present on the catalyst
surface. Such investigations suggest that oxygen atoms bound to vanadium
ions play an importantrole in activating the adsorbed ammonia for reaction.
The role of additive oxides that are known to enhance catalyst activity and
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selectivity can be investigated by using spectroscopic techniques. Such
promoters interact with the reactants and suppress the oxidation of sulfur
dioxide to sulfur trioxide, an undesired side reaction•

In summary, investigations of reaction mechanisms and kinetics and,
I

especially, in situ observations of catalytic reaction intermediates are essen-
tial for advancing the science of catalysis, inasmuch as the results of such
studies provide an overall view of catalysis and help elucidate the relation-
ships between catalyst structure and function• The current interest in devel-
oping catalysts for the production of environmentally benign gasoline, the
abatement of air pollution from mobile and stationary sources, the synthesis
of enantiomerically pure drugs, and the synthesis of novel polymers all
benefit from studies of the relevant reaction mechanisms and kinetics. The

successful advancement of knowledge in this area requires the further devel-
opment of techniques for characterizing adsorbed species, particularly their
structure and bonding; for identifying the connectivity between species in
terms of a reaction network; and for characterizing the dynamics of elemen-
tary chemical transformations occurring under the influence of the catalyst.

THEORY OF CATALYSIS

The science of catalysis has traditionally advanced as a consequence of

new experimental techniques, but theory has begun to play an increasingly
important role. This change is the result of recent advances that have oc-
curred in theoretical and computational chemistry, reaction engineering,

and the availability of powerful supercomputers for extensive calculations,
which enable graphical display of results. Information gained from theo-
retical studies is becoming helpful in guiding the design of novel catalysts,
interpreting experimental measurements, and understanding the way in
which catalyst composition and structure affect its activity and selectivity.

Considerable progress has been made in modeling and calculating the
relative energies of intermediates in homogeneous transition metal cataly-
sis. These systems are small and generally involve one metal and one con-
stant ligand set. However, even for relatively simple systems, major ap-
proximations are required for ab initio calculations. The results obtained
from these systems in which detailed molecular structures can be deter-
mined and systematic structural changes can be made will serve as guides
for the more complex heterogeneous systems.

Theoretical calculations of catalyst structure can provide a useful basis
for assessing the stability of particular structures as a function of composi-
tion and surrounding environment. For example, in the area of zeolite
catalysis, it is possible to predict the stability of channel openings as a
function of the ratio of silicon (Si) to aluminum (AI) and the preferred
location of aluminum in the framework. Similarly, theoretical models of
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H+

Si-_)-AI suggest a direct relationship between Si-O--Al bond angles and
zeolite acid strength, consistent with experimental observation, in the case
of bimetallic catalysts, the spatial distribution of each component in small
particles can be computed for a given particle size and composition. Com-
putational chemistry has also proved useful in examining the influence of
site-specific modifications and solvent effects on the structure of active
sites in enzymes.

The interpretationof spectroscopic analyses of catalysts can be facilitated
with the aid of appropriatecomputations. Calculations of the occupation of
valence electrons in d-orbitals have proved useful in the proper interpretation
of x-rayabsorption near-edgestructure(XANES) measurementson smallmetal

. particles. For zeolitic materials, theoretical predictions of infrared can be
made. Comparison of calculated and experimentallyobserved spectra can be
used as a sensitive test of atom-atom potentials. With accurateknowledge of
such potentials, it is possible to make predictionsabout phase transformations
and otherstructuralchanges occurringat elevated temperature.

There are an increasing number of examples in the literature indicating
the feasibility of computing the potential energy curves forelementary steps
in catalyzed reactions of small molecules. Figure 3.2 illustrates a potential
energy diagram obtained from an ab initio quantumchemical study of ethyl-
ene hydrogenation by using a model Wilkinson catalyst, RhCI(PH_)y Such
calculations are useful, as a first step, for identifying the most energetically
demanding(i.e., rate-limiting) steps in a reaction sequence; however, future
efforts along these lines must be carried out by using realistic phosphine
ligands so that meaningful comparisons can be made with experimental
observations. Prediction of the influence of solvents on the energetics and
dynamics of homogeneous catalytic reactions also remains an important
challenge. Some initial attempts to address such problems have been car-
ried out in the area of enzyme catalysis, where the properties of the solvent
are known to influence the rate of substrate-enzyme association.

Progress has also been made in evaluating the energetics of atoms and
small molecules interacting with metal surfaces. Atomic heats of adsorp-
tion can now be calculated by using ab initio techniques, which are in very
good agreement with experiment. Studies of molecular adsorption have
identified the preferred sites for adsorption and the structure and bonding of
the adsorbed molecule. To date, however, ab initio techniques have proved
too expensive to permit full exploration of the multidimensional potential
surfacegoverningreactions.Asa consequence,lessaccurate,semiempirical
methodshavebeenexplored. Suchtechniqueshaveprovidedinformation
regardingthe dissociationpath of diatomic moleculeson transitionmetal
surfacesand theactivationbarriersfor variouselementaryreactions.Cal-
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Figure 3.2 Potential energy diagram obtained from an ab initio quantum chemical
study of ethylene hydrogenation by using a model Wilkinson catalyst. (Reprinted,
by permission, from N. KoBa, C. Daniel, .I. Han, X. Y. Fu, and K. Morokuma, 1987,
pp. 3455-3456 in Journal of the American Chemical Society, Vol. 109. Copyright
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culationsof theeffectof poisons(e.g., sulfur)andpromoters(e.g., K.) have
yieldedinformationon themannerin whichthe componentsaffectthe ad-
sorptionof molecules. Computed potential energy surfaces can be used to i
calculate the rate coefficients for elementary processes such as adsorption,
diffusion, desorption, and reaction. By use of dynamic simulation tech-
niques and dynamically corrected transition state theory, estimates of rate
parameters have been obtained that are in reasonable agreement with ex- i
pedmental observation.

The application of theoretical methods to zeolites has proved fruitful.
Advances in theory have contributed to understandingthe thermodynamics
of adsorption in zeolites and the dynamics of diffusion. Monte Carlo calcu-
lations can now provide accurate predictions of the isotherms and heats of

• adsorption of hydrocarbons in a number of zeolites. Molecular dynamics
calculations can be used to describe the motion of molecules through the
void space of zeolites. Such calculations have been used to determine the
molecular diffusion coefficients, various properties of motion, and the
spatial distribution of sorbates within the zeolite void space. Promising
progress has also been made recently in the use of ab initio quantum
chemical techniques to characterize the interaction of reactant molecules
with acid sites withh, a zeolite. Such calculations can provide a description
of the reactant-zeolite potential surface, from which it will then be possible
to define the reaction intermediates and to determine the rate coefficients
for chemical transformations.

Yet another area in which progress is being made is the modeling of
catalyst particle and reactor performance. Such models combine informa-
tion about intrinsic catalyst activity and selectivity, intraparticle mass and
heat transfer, and heat, mass, and fluid transportwithin the reactor to pre-
dict product conversion and yield, and catalyst performance with time on-
stream. Models of this type can be used to determine the extent to which
transportphenomena affect catalyst or reactorperformance and the mode by
which catalyst deactivation occurs (e.g., sintering, poisoning, fouling).

' It has also become possible to use catalystand reactormodels to determine
the optimal design of catalyst panicles and structures. In such cases, calcula-
tions are made to maximize or minimize a desired objective function for a
given set of design and operating parameters. Typical catalyst design param-
eters include descriptorsof the structureand composition of the catalyst sur-
face, the pore structure, the activity distribution in the catalyst panicle, and
the size and shape of the catalyst particle. Typical operating parametersare
reactortype (fixed bed, ebullated bed, fluid bed, and so on), inlet conditions
(temperature,pressure, composition, flow rate), andparameters relatedto heat
or solid flow management. The objective function (or functions) to be maxi-
mized (or minimized) provides a quantitative measure by which the perfor-
mance of the catalyst, catalytic reactor, or catalytic process is to be judged
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SOLID-STATEH|GH-TEMPERATUREFUELCELLS

An anonymouswit once paraphrasedthe three laws of thermody-
namicsthus:First, you can neverwin, you can only breakeven. Sec-
ond, you can never breakeven. Third, you can't get out of the game.
The secondlaw limits the efficiency of a fossil-fuel-firedpower plant--
only a fraction (typically lessthan 40%) of the chemical energy re-
leasedby burning the fuel is convertedto electricity. The balance is
dissipatedin various unavoidable ways--as friction between moving
parts,as waste heat up smokestacksand coolin8 towers,and so forth.
Fuel cells, however, translatechemical energy directly into electrical
energywithout any mechanicalor thermal intermediaries. Fuel cells
can haveefficienciesas high as 90%, dependingon their applications.

" With suchhighefficiencies, power plantsbasedon fuel cell technology
would consume much less fossil fuel and emit proportionally fewer
pollutantsthan would conventionalpower plants.

All fuels burn by reactingwith oxygen to releaseenergy, and the
key to a fuel cell's efficiency liesin usingcatalyststo controlthat reac-
tion. There are a numberof differenttypesof fuel cells. One promising
variety is the high-temperature,solid-statefuel cell (Figure3.3), which
isessentiallya barriermade of ceramic,typicallyzirconiumoxide doped
with traces of yttrium oxide, whose structure conductsoxygen ions
(negativelycharged oxygen atoms). On one side of the barrier--the
fuel cell's negative terminal--the fuel, typically a mixture of carbon
monoxideand hydrogengascreated by gasifyingcoal or steam-refining
naturalgas,reactscatalyticallywith oxygen ions to liberatewater, car-
bon dioxide, and electrons. The electronsgo out over the wire as an
electric current. On the other side of the barrier--the positivetermi-
nalmthe electrons returningthroughthe wire are catalyticallyadded to
moleculesof oxygenfrom the atmosphereto create moreoxygen ions
that diffuse throughthe barrier and perpetuatethe cycle. The yttria-
dopedzirconia fuel cell typicallyoperatesataround 1000° C.

So what are we waiting fori' Why aren't power plants based on
. fuel cells? Unfortunately, severaltechnologicalhurdlesmust be over-

come before thiscatalytic technologycan be a commercialsuccess.A
worldwide effort has been under way for more than two decades to
clear these hurdles,which include devising ways to keep the catalyst
from breaking down at such high temperatures,avoiding cracks and
leaks in the ceramic structure,and designinga ceramic that conducts
enough oxygen ions through a sufficiently small volume to make the
size of the equipmenteconomical. Some currentefforts are focusedon
so-calledcross-flowmonolithicdesignsin which a solidceramic block
is laced with setsof fuel channelsperpendicular to, and alternating
with, setsof air channels. This designprovidesa high interior surface
area upon which reactionscan occur and thusoccupiesa very com-
pact volume per unit of energygenerated.
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Figure3.3 Schematicof across-flow,solid-state,high-temperaturefuelcell. (Fig-
urecourtesyof W. R. Grace& Company.)

(e.g., maximum feed conversion, maximum time on-stream, minimum coke

loading). As advances are made in the theoretical prediction of transportand
reaction in catalysts, one can envision the development of a hierarchy of
algorithms for describing catalyst performance,startingat the molecular level
andprogressing upward to the level of a complete reactor.

In summary, the application of theoretical methods to describe and pre-
dict the properties of catalysts is a rapidly developing area of research that
can contribute much to the scientific understanding of catalysts and the
chemical reactions occurring under their influence. Critical areas for future
researchinclude thecomputationof accuratecatalyst-substratepotentialsurfaces
by using ab initio quantum chemical techniques, the evaluation of rate and
diffusion coefficients via molecular dynamics and transition state theory,
the application of Monte Carlo techniques for describing the dynamics of
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. complex reaction systems, and the investigation of stochastic methods for
simulating catalyst particle and catalytic reactor performance. The success-

. ful advancement of such efforts requires adequate availability of supercom-
puter time and access to appropriate types of workstations. With the in-

i;_ creasing complexity of the systems studied, it is also necessary to have
..._.. capabilities for graphical representationof the results of computations.

CONCLUSIONS

:_ Catalysis is a complex, interdisciplinary science. Therefore, progress
toward a substantially improved vision of the chemistry and its practical
application depends on parallel advances in several fields, most likely in-
cluding the synthesis of new catalytic materials and recognition of the reac-
tion path of catalytic reactions. For this reason, future research strategies

: should be focused on developing methods with the ability to observe the
" catalytic reaction steps in situ or at least the catalytic site at atomic resolu-

tion. There is also a need to link heterogeneous catalytic phenomena to the
broader knowledge base in solutions and in well-defined metal complexes.

Substantial progress and scientific breakthroughs have been made in re-
cent years in several fields including atomic resolution of metal surfaces, in
situ observation of an olefin complexed to zeolite acid sites by NMR spec-
troscop_,, aad in situ characterization of several reaction intermediates by a
variety of spectroscopic techniques. Theoretical modeling is ready for sub-
stantial growth as a result of progress in computer technology and theory
itself. For these reasons, it is desirable to focus on areas in which the
extensive scientific and technological resources of academe and industry
may lead to the fastest practical results. In order of priority, these areas are

1. in situ studies of catalytic reactions;
2. characterization of catalytic sites (of actual catalysts) at atomic reso-

lution (metals, oxides);
3. synthesis of new materials that might serve as catalysts or catalyst

supports; and
4. theoretical modeling linked to experimental verification.

The development of new characterization tools, particularly in spectros-
copy, has been mainly the province of academic research, and thus is ex-
pected to continue because industry is finding it increasingly difficult to
justify the costs associated with technique development. To maintain the
present worldwide leadership of the United States in both the science of
catalysis and catalyst technology, it is essential to provide additional sup-
port for academic research focused on items 1-4 above. Furthermore, addi-
tional steps must be taken to facilitate interaction and, in fact, cooperation
between industry, dealing with proprietarycatalysts, and academe, develop-
ing advanced characterization tools and theory for catalysis.



National Resources for

Catalytic Research
.:,

The national resources for conducting research on catalysts and catalytic
processes are distributed among academe, national laboratories, and indus-
try. This chapter briefly reviews the type of research conducted in each
institution and the available level of support.

INDUSTRY

The development of new chemical processes based on catalytic technol-
ogy is carried out almost exclusively in industry and, to a much lesser
extent, in national laboratories and universities. The commercialization of

a new catalytic process is capital-intensive, and the time from the discovery
of a viable catalyst for a new process to commercial plant start-up may be
as long as 10 to 15 years. Research can contribute to a minimization of this
time lag. Most new processes are sufficiently complex that large-scale
pilot plants are required to collect the high-quality basic data needed to
design and build safe, clean, and efficient commercial plants. In these pilot
plants, many new issues must be resolved. The effects of operational vari-.
ables, such as pressure, temperature, feed composition and purity, contact
time, and recycle, on catalyst life and performance are evaluated. Often,
and quite surprisingly, trace contaminants can build up and seriously
affect a catalyst, so that additional improvements must be made. Physical
property data must be measured, and viable methods of isolating and purify-
ing the product and intermediates must be developed. Industry and govern-
ment agencies are requiring higher standards for product quality and for
disposal of waste by-products and spent catalysts. The venting of unwanted

65
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productsand deep-wellinjectionof aqueousand organicwastearereceiv-

ingcloseattentionand arelikelytobecome unacceptableinthenearfuture.

• New techniquesto returntheseproductsto the processor renderthem

innocuousmust be developed.Thisentiredevelopmentprocesscan easily

costtensofmillionsofdollarsand leadtoa new commercialplantthatmay

costhundredsof millionsof dollars.Multidisciplinaryteams of highly

trainedprofessionalsarerequiredwithexpertiseinareassuch askinetics;

organic,inorganic,and physicalchemistry;processcontrol;materialssci-

ence;separations;and allofthefundamentalunitoperationsofmechanical

and chemicalengineering.The supplyof talentisbestprovidedby our

educationalsystem. Once a new processhas been commercialized,very

littletimemay be spentinprovidinga detailedunderstandingofthechem-

istryinvolvedbecauseresourcesareoftenquicklyshiftedto otherprojects

tomeet short-termprofitobjectives.Developinga basicunderstandingof

new and significantchemicalprocessesrepresentsan excellentopportun-

ityfor collaborationbetween academic researchersand theirindustrial

counterparts.

Industriallaboratoriesaccountfor a very significantamount (greater

than 90%) of the totalR&D dollarsspenton catalysis-relatedresearch

and development.The panelconservativelyestimatesthatthetotalamount

of money spentannuallyon catalysisR&D in industryis$500 millionto

$I billion.Of this,90-95% isusedforsolvingdevelopmentand environ-

mentalproblems;hence,relativelylittleisdirectedtowardlong-rangere-

search leading to new discoveries. The current practice of sharply restrict-
ing the investment of R&D funds in long-range research is of considerable
concern, because it could adversely affect the ability of the United States to
remain a world leader in the provision of new catalytic technologies.

UNIVERSITIES

A primary objective of our university system is to provide suitably edu-
cated students to enter academic, government, industrial, or other chosen
careers. In addition, in the field of catalysis, research universities provide
new experimental techniques, new instrumentation to study catalysts at the
molecular level, new catalytic materials, and new theoretical concepts and
approaches for understanding the structure of catalysts and the dynamics of
catalyzed reactions. Given the significance of catalysis to the United States,
an interest in science must be encouraged at all levels in the educational
process to provide the necessary supply of qualified teachers and educated
professionals. Students need to be educated in the basic skills of catalysis
that are anticipated and required by industry. Technology is advancing at
such a rapid pace that obsolete equipment must be upgraded regularly to
provide students with hands-on experience in using state-of-the-art equip-
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ment. Research programs should not be closely tied to proprietaryindus-
trial needs but could easily supplement those needs. Universities must
continue to provide an environment in basic science for developing new
and leading-edge technologies. This is a long-range process, and so suffi-
cient time and funding should be provided to ensure continuing progress.

Support for university research on catalysis comes primarily from the
National Science Foundation (NSF), the Department of Energy (DOE), the
Department of Defense (DOD), and the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
and, to a much lesser extent, from the Gas Research Institute (GRI), the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and the Petroleum Research Fund
(PRF) of the American Chemical Society. The distribution of support is
listed in Table 4.1.

During the past five to seven years, the level of federal funding in cataly-
' sis has remained constant in dollars. However, inflation and rising over-

head costs have reduced the purchasing power of this support. If the United
States is to retain its leadership position in the field of catalysis, its level of
support for academic research in catalysis must increase. This investment
will pay off not only through the provision of well-educated young talent
for industrial and other research organizations, but also through a continu-
ing expansion of the reservoir of fundamental knowledge on which all re-
searchers depend for new ideas and concepts.

In recent years, federal support of university research has been supple-
mented to a small degree by industrial grants and contracts. The incentive
for this support has been industry's growing awareness of global competi-
tion and the resulting pressure to control R&D expenses. These pressures
have necessitated a reduction in the level of long-range, fundamental re-

.. - search done in industry. To offset this trend, several companies have under-
taken the support of such research at universities. This support of univer-
sity research by industry has led to a very good leveraging of resources. In
some states there is money available, dollar for dollar, to match industrial

J Table 4.1 Funding for Catalysis-Related Research at Universities
(millions of dollars--1989)

Research Sourceof Funding Total
Funded NSF DOE DOD NIH GRI EPRI PRF Funding

Chemicalcatalysis 11.7 14.3 1.2 0.0 2.4 1.2 1.0 31.8
Biocatalysis !.6 1.5 3.7 17.0a 0.0 0.1 0.0 6.9b

aSupport forbasicenzymology.
bExcludingNIHsupportforenzymology.
SOURCE:Dataprovidedbystaffofficersof theagenciesandorganizations.
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funding of local universities as a means of encouraging strong partnerships.
In addition, for young investigators, the Presidential Young Investigators
program also offers the possibility of matching funds from NSF, resulting
in a potential 3:1 leveraging. It should be noted, however, that at present,
the total level of industrial support for academic research is very low (3%)
compared to that provided by federal agencies.

NATIONAL LABORATORIES

The Department of Energy (DOE) national laboratories represent a major
resource for conducting research and development. These laboratories re-
ceive $6 billion per year from DOE and employ more than 5% of the
nation's research,workers. Although in the past a major.fraction of the

" programs conducted at the national laboratories have been defense related,
an increasing proportion is now devoted to energy production, environmen-
tal protection, health, and the improvement of economic competitiveness.

Research on catalysis or closely related subjects is carriedout at each of
the eight national laboratories. The objectives of this work encompass the
development of novel instrumentation for in situ and ex situ characteriza-
tion of catalysts, studies of fundamental processes occurring on catalyst
surfaces, and the elucidation of catalyst-function relationships• Examples
of new approaches developed by researchers at national laboratories include
special high-pressure and low-pressure chambers for the characterization of
practicalcatalysts by using surface-analyticaltechniques,novel optical methods
exhibiting high surface specificity (e.g., second harmonic generation, sum
frequency generation), and novel methods for in situ characterization of

o. • catalysts by infrared,Raman, and nuclearmagnetic resonance spectroscopies.
Support by DOE through national and other laboratories has also been

responsible for the design, construction, and operation of major user facili-
ties such as the synchrotron light sources at Stanford University, Argonne
National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, and Lawrence Ber-
keley National Laboratory; the pulsed neutron source at Argonne National
Laboratory; and the National Electron Microscopy Center at Lawrence Ber-
keley National Laboratory. Use of these facilities is available to research-
ers from academe and industry, as well as those working at the national
laboratories themselves.

At present, DOE provides about $14 million annually to support catalysis
research at the national laboratories. This constitutes approximately 50% of
the total DOE support for catalysis research• It should be noted that at the
Ames National Laboratoryand the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
which have close ties to Iowa State University and to the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley, respectively, most of the research on catalysis is carried
out by graduatestudents working underthe direction of a faculty member.
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Because of the unique capabilities available at the national laboratories,
several companies have found it attractive to sponsor research at these fa-
cilities and to send their employees to national laboratories for training in
novel or highly specialized techniques. These relationships have contrib- :;
uted to an increasing level of technology transfer from the national labora- .i
tories to industry, Technology transfer has also occurred through the era-

• ployment of students and postdoctoral fellows who received their professional
training while working at a national laboratory.

Although issues of patents and patent rights have been an impediment to
industrial support of research at national laboratories in the past, recent
years have witnessed the development of more flexible contractual agree-
ments. Such agreements have been successful in protecting proprietary
information provided by the company and in offering opportunities for the
company to seek patents in its own name, based on the research it sup-
ported. ":i

!
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Findings and Recommendations

The present study demonstrates that catalysis is a critical technology
underlying two of the largest industries in the United States, the chemical
and petroleum processing industries, and is a vital component of a number
of the national critical technologies identified recently by the 1991 Report
of the National Critical Technologies Panel. Catalysis is also shown to be
essential for most modern, cost- and energy-efficient means of environmen-
tal protection and for the production of a broad range of pharmaceuticals.
The impact of catalysis on the nation's economy is clearly evident from the
fact that catalytic technologies generate sales in excess of $400 billion per
year and a net positive balance of trade of $16 billion annually.

Although the chemical industry in the United States remains strong, it
faces increasing competitive challenges from the European Community and
Japan, and in fact, the three largest chemical companies are no longer based
in the United States but rather in Germany. Growing recognition that envi-
ronmental protection must be achieved at all stages of the production, use,
and disposal of chemicals represents a second major challenge. Added to
this is the continuing challenge to find economically efficient, and environ-
mentally acceptable, means of producing transportation and heating fuels
from petroleum and other fuel resources.

As detailed in this report, catalysis will play a vital role in addressing
each of the three challenges cited above. The development of low-cost,
environmentally benign methods for producing chemicals requires the dis-
covery and development of new catalysts. The reduction of toxic emissions
from stationary sources requires the development of cost-efficient catalytic
processes. The production of polymers and pharmaceuticals, molecularly
designed to achieve specific applications, will depend on new catalysts.

70
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The panel has also shc,wn that through the use of modem analytical and
theoretical techniques, scientific investigation of catalysis has led to an
unprecedented understanding of catalysts and catalytic processesat the mo-
lecular level. These investigations have opened the door to a detailed un-
derstanding of structure-function relationships and of the effects of reaction
conditions on the structure and composition of catalysts, The advent of
supercomputers and improved theoretical methods is rapidly enabling the
simulation of many aspects of catalysis. Taken together, these advances
have contributed to making catalysis less an art and more a science, and
have assisted and accelerated the process of developing new catalysts for
industrial applications.

The strong position in catalytic scienceand technology held by the United
States is the result of past investments made by both industry and the gov-
ernment. Recent years have seen a decrease in the rate of investment by
industry--particularly, in ongoing, long-range, fundamental and exploratory
research programs--as a consequenceof competitive pressures, corporate
mergers, and placement of resources in business ventures outside the central
activities of the industry. Concurrently, government has maintained a rela-
tively constant dollar investment in catalysis, but inflation and rising over-
head costs have eroded the purchasing value of these funds. The net result
is that the United States has lost momentum just at the moment that it must
face a significant number of challenges and opportunities. To take advan-
tage of these opportunities, careful attention must be given to effective use
of the nation's resources, so that the United States can maintain its lead-
ership role.

The balance of this chapter presents specific recommendations for action
by industry, academe, the national laboratories, and the federal government.

INDUSTRY

As detailed in Chapter 2, substantial opportunities exist for developing
new processes and products, pending the development of as yet unavailable
catalytic technologies. It is important to note that these new, economically
favorable catalytic processes, once developed, will be adopted globally,
providing long-range economic benefits to the originating company and
country. Given these opportunities, combined with the challenges of utiliz-
ing new raw materials (e.g., methane and coal) and protecting the environ-
ment, industry should strive to readjust the balance internally or externally
between long- and short-range research. Internally, this would be facili-
tated by long-range business and technology planning, technology forecast-
ing and trend analysis, a more stable commitment to strategic projects, joint
development and joint venture programs with other companies for risk
sharing, and high-quality project selection and evaluation methodologies.
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Turning to external ways for industry to redress the balance between
short- and long-term research, the panel notes that many of the challenges
faced by industry will require additional advances in the science of cataly-
sis, as well as advances in instrumentation. Given the current cost of con-
ducting research in industry, opportunities exist for developing meaningful
collaborative programs in partnership with academic and national labora-
tory researchers. To achieve this goal two elements are recommended as
essential:

1. Enhanced appreciation by academic researchers of indus-
trial technology. Vehicles for this include

• long-term consulting arrangements involving regular inter-
actions with industrial researchers,

• sabbaticals for industrial s.cientists in academic or govern-
ment laboratories,

• sabbaticals for academic or government scientists in indus-

trial laboratories,
• industrial internships for students,
• industrial postdoctoral programs, and
• jointly organized symposia on topics of industrial interest.

2. Increased industrial support of research at universities and
national laboratories. Vehicles for this include

• research grants and contracts;
• unrestricted grants for support of new, high-risk initiatives;

and

• ieveraged funding (e.g., support of the Presidential Young
Investigators program.)

ACADEMIC RESEARCHERS

Over the past 25 years, academic researchers have made major contribu-
tions to understanding the structure of catalysts and the relationships be-
tween structure and function. These efforts have also resulted in the devel-

opment of new instrumental and theoretical techniques, ma_ly of which now
find application in industrial laboratories. As discussed in Chapter 3, progress

in catalyst science must be sustained to provide the basis for future devel-
opments in catalyst technology and for the continuing supply of men and
women educated in the scientific principles that underlie catalysis. The
panel, therefore, makes the following recommendations to the academic
community:

1. A materials.focused approach is needed to complement the
existing strong efforts on understanding and elucidating cata-
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lytic phenomena. More emphasis should be placed on investl.
gation of the optimized design and synthesis of new catalytic
materials, in addition to the study of existing ones. It must be
kept In mind that a new material deserves consideration as a
potential catalytic material only after its successful use as a
catalyst, or as a component of such.

2. Further advancement should be made in the characteriza-

tion of catalysts and the elucidation of catalytic processes, par-
tlculariy under reaction conditions; existing studies of struc-
ture-functlon relationships should be continued and expanded
to focus on catalysts relevant to appIlcatlons with major potential.

;3. Academic researchers should develop cooperative, interdls-
cipllnary projects, or Instrumental facilities, in which research-
ers from a range of disciplines work on various aspects of a
common goal, as exemplified by programs carried out in NSF-
supported Science and Technology Centers.

4. Academic researchers should be encouraged to work collab-
oratively on projects with Industry that are aimed at enabling
the development of catalyst technology through the application
of basic knowledge of catalysts and catalytic phenomena•

5. Academic Institutions should ease their patent policies with
respect to ownership and royalties, to facilitate greater indus-
trial support of research•

NATIONAL LABORATORIES

National laboratories have been organized around large-scale, national
issues requiring high-technology, focused, team-oriented work, often com-
bined with the ability to take major risks in an economically shielded envi-
ronment. These laboratories are truly national resources. They have been
highly effective in developing novel instrumentation for catalyst character-
ization, operating large-scale user facilities (i.e., synchrotron radiation sources,
pulsed neutron sources, and atomic resolution microscopes), and applying

the most advanced experimental and theoretical techniques to study struc-
ture-function relationships critical for understanding catalysis at the mo-
lecular level. Given the wealth of resources at the national laboratories,

major opportunities exist for advancing catalyst science and technology
through research carried out in collaboration with industry and academe.
To achieve this goal, national laboratories are encouraged to

1. undertake Joint research projects with industry focused on
developing a fundamental understanding of the structure-

property relationships of industrially relevant catalysts and
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catalytic processes, and on using such understanding for the
design of new catalysts for major new process opportunities;

2. continue the development of novel instrumentation for in
situ studies of catalysts and catalytic phenomena;

3. place greater emphasis on the systematic synthesis of new
classes of materials of potential interest as catalysts; and

4. investigate novel catalytic approaches to the production of
energy (e.g., light-assisted catalytic splitting of water), the se.
lectlve synthesis of commodity and fine chemicals, and the pro.
tectlon of the environment.

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

The principal sources of funding for university and national laboratory
research on catalysis are the Department of Energy (DOE) and the National
Science Foundation (NSF). As noted in Chapter 4, constant-dollar funding
from these agencies, together with inflation and rising overhead costs, has
caused a decrease in the number of young scientists being educated in the
field of catalysis. The panel also observes that with the decline in emphasis
on alternative fuels, research in catalysis has become increasingly diversi-
fied and less aligned along national interests. To offset these trends, the
panel recommends that federal agencies:

1. establish mechanisms for reviewing their programs related to
catalysis, to ensure that they are balanced and responsive to the
needsof the nation and to the opportunities for acceleratingprogress;
2. encourage industry to assist the funding agencies in identi-

fying Important fundamental problems that must be solved to
facilitate the translation of new discoveries into viable products
and processes; assessment of the fundamental research needs of
industry should be communicated to all members of the cataly.
sis community; and

3. increase the level of federal funding in support of catalysis
research by at least a factor of two (after correction for infla.
tion) over the next five years. This recommendation is consis-
tent with the Bush administration's proposal to double the NSF
budget over the next five years and with a recent statement by
Frank Press, president of the National Academy of Sciences,
that doubling the research budgets of all federal agencies should
be a goal for the 1990s. Recognizing the need for federal agen.
cles to maintain flexibility and to encourage creative scientists
who propose to explore new directions a_d ideas, the panel rec-
ommends that priority be given to the following five areas:
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• Synthesis of new catalytic matek'lais and understanding of
the relationships between synthesis and catalyst activity, selec-
tivity, and durability.

• Development of in situ methods for characterizing the
composition and structure of catalysts, and structure-function
relationships for catalysts and catalytic processes of existing,
and potential, industrial interest.

• Development and application of theoretical methods for pre-
dicting the structure and stability of catalysts, as well as the
energetics and dynamics of elementary processes occurring dur-

_ Ing catalysis, and use of this Information for the design of novel
catalytic cycles and catalytic materials and structures.

• Investigation of novel catalytic approaches for the produc-
tion of chemicals and fuels in an environmentally benign
fashion, the production of fuels from non-petroleum sources,
the catalytic abatement of toxic emissions, and the selective
synthesis of enantiomerlcally pure products.

• Provision of the instrumentation, computational resources,
and infrastructure needed to ensure the cost-effectiveness of
the entire research portfolio.
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Appendix

To gather information for its report, the panel contacted a large number
of individuals in both academe and industry. Each was asked to respond to

the following questions:

• What areas of fundamental research are most helpful to support com-

mercial catalyst/catalysis activity in U.S. industry?
• Should the dispersal of federal research grants to academic researchers

be based on demonstrated excellence in science or focused to support the
national laboratories?

• What type of linkage with academia/national laboratories is most use-
ful to, and supportable by, U.S. industry?

• What elements in science or technology provided the edge to your
commercial business in catalyst/catalytic processes?

, • What novel catalytic processes do you expect to be developed in the
next lO to 15 years?

• What will be the nature of the exploratory and basic research that leads
to these developments?

• Is academic and industrial catalytic research in the United States well
positioned to play a leadership role in creating this new technology and, if
not, what needs to be done?

• Identify areas of catalyst science and technology in which the United
State is (I) behind competitors, (2) even with competitors, and (3) ahead of
competitors,

• Identify problems that have long-term payoff.
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• What areas are "mature" or "dead"?
• Has too much emphasis been placed on one area in the past?
• What would be the ideal mix of industrial and academic research in

catalysis?
• Whatare the major unsolved problems in catalysis, and what would the

solution to these problems provide in economic and technical terms?
• Are there new areas where catalysis could be used?

A total of 30 responses to these questions was received. Those providing
input are acknowledged below as corresponding contributers.

CORRESPONDING CONTRIBUTORS

Charles R. Adams Mark E. Davis
Shell Development Company Departmentof Chemical Engineering

California Institute of Technology
David Allen

Departmentof Chemical Engineering W. Nicholas Delgass
University of California, Departmentof Chemical Engineer-

Los Angeles ing
Purdue University

Paul A. Bartlett
Department of Chemistry Francois N. Diederich
University of California, Berkeley Department of Chemistry

and Biochemistry
Jay B. Benziger University of California,
Depanmnet of Chemical Engineering Los Angeles
Princeton University

Robert P. Eischens
Robert G. Bergman Zettlemoyer Center for Surface
Department of Chemistry Science
University of California, Berkeley Lehigh University

Cynthia J. Burrows John G. Ekerdt
Department of Chemistry Department of Chemical Engineer-
State University of New York, ing

Stony Brook University of Texas, Austin

James P. Collman David A. Evans

Department of Chemistry Department of Chemistry
Stanford University Harvard University
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Roceo A. Fiato Andrew S. Kaldor

Exxon Research and Engineering Exxon Research and Engineering
Company Company

Juan M. Garces Jeremy R. Knowles
Dow Chemical Company Department of Chemistry

Harvard University
, Mary L. Good

Signal Research Ralph Landau
Listowel, Inc.

Vladimir Haensel

Chemical Engineering Department Jerry A. Meyer
: . .. University of Massachusetts, Chevron Research and Technology

Amherst Company

Gary L. Haller Craig B. Murchison
• Chemical Engineering Department Dow Chemical Company

Yale University
Mario L. Occelli

Heinz Heinemann Unocal Corporation
Center for Advanced Materials

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Nicholas D. Spencer
W. R. Grace & Company

Enrique I[;lesia
Exxon Research and Engineering George M. Whitesides

Company Department of Chemistry
Harvard University

William P. Jencks

Graduate Department of Bio- Craig Wilcox
chemistry Department of Chemistry

Brandeis University University of Pittsburgh
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As an additional means of gathering information, the panel held a work-
shop on April 20-21, 1990, to which it invited a series of speakers to give a
perspective on the current status of catalysis research and prospective areas
for future work. Representatives from e_ch of the federal agencies support-
ing catalysis research were invited to present a summary of their programs.

PROGRAM FOR THE WORKSHOP ON NEW DIRECTIONS IN
CATALYST SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Friday, April 20, 1990

8:30-8:45 a,m. Alexis BellmUniversity of California, Berkeley
Introduction and Overview

8:45-9:25 a.m. James Cusumano----Catalytica, Inc.
Catalytic Technologies

9:25-9:45 a.m. Discussion

9:45-10:25 a.m. N.Y. ChenwMobil Research and Development Company
Zeolite Catalysis

10:25-10:45 a.m. Discussion
10:45-11:00 a.m. Break

11:00-11:40 a.m. James Lyons--Sun Oil Company
Alkane Activation by Partial Oxidation

11:40-12:00 a.m. Discussion

12:00-1:00 p.m, Lunch
1:00-1:40 p.m. Mordecai Shelef--Ford Motor Company

Catalysis for Environmental Protection
1:40-2:00 p.m. Discussion
2:00-2:40 p.m. George ParshallwE. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Company

Industrial Synthesis of Chemicals via Homogeneous
Catalysis

2:40-3:00 p.m. Discussion
3:00-3:15 p.m. Break
3:15-3:55 p.m. Jack HalpernmUniversity of Chicago

New Directions in Homogeneous Catalysis
3:55-4:15 p.m. Discussion
4:15-4:55 p.m. Fred Karol--Union Carbide Corporation

Polymerization Catalysis
4:55-5:15 p.m. Discussion
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Saturday, April 21, 1990

.. 8:30-9:10 a.m. John TulIy--AT&T Bell Laboratories
..

Theory Applied to Gas-Surface Interactions•

• " 9:10-9:30 a.m. Discussion
9:30-10:10 a.m. Jack Kirsch--University of California, Berkeley

New Challenges in Biocatalysis
10:10-10:30 a.m. Discussion

,

10:30-10:45 a.m. Break
10:45-11:25 a.m. Dennis Forster--Monsanto Company

The Interface of Catalysis with Biology
11:25-11:45 a.m. Discussion
12:00-1:00 p.m. Lunch
1:00-1:15 p.m. Robert Mariannelli--U.S. Department of Energy
1:15-1:30 p.m. Kendall HouckmNational Science Foundation
1:30-1:45 p.m. WarrenJonesmNational Institutes of Health
1:45-2:00 p.m. Harold Guard--Office of Naval Research
2:00-2:20 p.m. Discussion
2:20-3:30 p.m. General Discussion
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